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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Director-General of UNESCO considers his Working Document for consultation on 
the Draft Medium-Tenn Plan for 1996-2001 and the Draft Programme and Budget for 
1996-1997 as a sort of "table of contents." This is how he describ-ed it in the letter 
(CL13345) that accompanied the document. The letter and its two appendices can be 
found in Appendix A. 

While we recog.nize the difficulty of preparing a document that is intended as both a brief 
guide for the future and the basis for concrete action for the next two years, we were 
struck by the fact that the dividing line between the future 28 C/4 (Medium-Terrn Plan for 
1996-2001) and the 28 C/5  (Programme and Budget for 1996-1997) is often quite 
unclear. Consequently, in our response, it has sometimes been difficult to target our 
remarks as specifically as we would have liked on either the 28 C/4 or the 28 C/5. 

Despite this problem, we feel that the 38 paragraphs of the Working Document provide 
interesting material for reflection and we thank the Director-General for straying from the 
beaten path in inviting us to consider a Plan and Programme that differ froin those of the 
past. He- will doubtless be disappointed to note that for reasons we explain further on, we 
are not ready at this point in time to support some of the radical chances proposed. 

From the outset, we want to point out as a general principle throughout that we place 
great importance on the use of non-sexist laneuage in all UNESCO documents, and 
particularly in the Medium-Tenn Plan and the Programme and Budget. It would be 
opportune for UNESCO to apply the rules that it has itself adopted on this subject, 
considering that we are only a few months away from the United Nations World 
Conference on Women planned for September 1995 in Beijing. 

The following document was prepared by the Canadian Commission for UNESCO 
following widespread consultation with Canadian specialists in UNESCO's fields of 
competence, both within the Canadian Commission for UNESCO and elsewhere. The 
federal, provincial and territorial eovernments submitted their comments and opinions to 
the Canadian Commission, as did a large number of non-governmental organizations, 
professional associations, research institutions and individuals. 
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II. STRUCTURE OF THE DRAFT PLAN AND DRAFT 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET 
(Section IV, Paragraphs 34 to 37 of the Working Document) 

Canada has decided to first address the questions raised at the end of the Workin2 
Document, since they are. both the most complex (although apparently simple) and the 
most fundamental: how, we are asked, should the future Plan and Programme and 
Budget be structured, and what should they contain? 

The choice of these basic frameworks will be a determining factor, for the final 
presentation of these two documents will constitute the image of the Organization as it 
enters the third millennium. 

A. 	Organization of the Medium-Terni Plan (1996-2001) 

1 Proposal for a new title: Medium-Term Planning: strategies of reflection and 
action for UNESCO 1996-2001 

Before discussing, -  the contents of the Plan, we feel it is important to come to an 
agreement  with the Director -General on its final title. Since this is intended as an 
innovative and simple instrument in comparison with its predecessors, its title should 
reflect the new reality. Canada proposes that the document be entitled: "Medium-Term 
Planning: Strategies of Reflection and Action for UNESCO 1996-2001." 

We have already proposed this title to a number of other Member States in the course of 
the past year, and our proposal has been supported by the Europe Region and by a 
number of Member States from other Regions with whom we have discussed it. 

This title presents a number of advanta2es. 	The term "reflection" covers the 
Organization's intellectual role, while the term "action" synthesizes the three key words 
put forward by the Director -General: anticipation, adaptation and innovation (see the 
letter signed by the Director-General which accompanied his Workine Document). The 
word "planning" gives the impression of an organization that is not spinning its wheels. 
This will also make it easier to modify the 28 C/4 in the course of its six-year duration. 

2. Structure of the Plan 

The Director-General proposes two approaches. The first would reflect our fields of 
competence, while the second would reflect the main problems and issues in today's 
world. He appears to favour the second approach. 
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Canada is in favour of the first optibrt; although at first glane the Second seems more 

attractive,  il  is also far less practical The next chapter of our response will expJain what 

e feel shOuld be included in the Plan. For noi,v, we . can explain our choice by the Fact 

that we feel it is essential for the Plan to have signposts that  are specific to UNESCO: 
education; science; culture; communication, information and informatics; and social and 
human sciences (including, human rights and international development), 

B. 	Structure of the  Programme  and Budget for I 996- 1 1j97 

The response of Member States  on the structure of the Programme and Budget is 

extremely irriportent, for it will largely detern -iine the operations of the Secretarie. 

We have, thus addressed thiS prohlern with a.. considération to the claikr ,  life of the, 

Organizatién, 

I. Plate, purpose and operation of interdisciplinarity/intersectorality 
in the Organization 

We have decided tb address the issue of interdiseiPlinarity/interseé.torality before 
responding`to the matter of the structure proper of the Programme  and. Budget beequse,it 
is in 'mariS  'v s the cofrierstbne of the  programme >  and must be thoroughly examined 
before determiningthe future presentation cif the 28 C.(5. 

Let us bc clear on this: interdiscipTinarity/interseetorality is what UNÉSÇO is all about. 
Every day, both at, Headquarlers and within the Member States, we deal with education 
and citienship; education and human rights; çduCation and the environMent; women; 
youth; and so on. Flowever, the reali ty of the Secretariat rejects the intersectorat approach 
that guarantees the succeeful study  and  resolution of tl.tese.problems. We could give a 
number of examples under this heading, but such is )301; the purpose of this document, 

The UNESCO: sectors arc  airtight universet.;., and al] too oÈten, those in different sectors 

who are Working.on the same issues do:not even communicate. 

what .cen we dô to, make intercliSciplinaritY/intersectorality work prOperIy? The 
introduetion of new terminology is uot the a))swer, and .we regret the introduction of the 
terrn "transdisciplinarity", which leads..to  confusion more  than anything .  else, Vély not-
stick with.the term v,..e are. already Stamiliar whieh means the same thing? Tirthe 
Programme  and Budget for 19,92:1993 there >miere Meibiliirig Projects  hose  nature irjyras 
unquestionably interdisciplinarylintersectoral. They %vere doomed to failure .,  and 

. obscurity. It.)rvouId be  important  to know and understand the reasOns prior to venturing 
into  ne w fields, the current  Programme and  Budget (1 99,1-l995) includes an ambitious 
projecterithuSiaStically supported bye large number of Member States, including ,Canadà. 
at the 27th.:S..ession of the eienerall Conference: This  is the interdisqiphnary  and  inter-
agency co-operatiOnprOjeCt: "Environment and populatiOn.education and infértnation for 



human development." The project is listed under Major Programme Area 1 (Education). 
in the .approved ,27 C/5. 

It is wOrth recalling .  that during the.27th Session of the .Gencral Conference, Canada had- 
to insist—in order that this project be included in the res.olutions adopted by the 

orritraissiOns. Of the  Natural' Sciences and SoCial and fitifrian Sciences progranun.  es?. 
Vaat. ›seerned normal to Canada did  flot  seem so to the Secretariat wheffin draftedfthe 27 

We cannot help but wonder whether the ground will ever be prepared for the 
implementation Of truly interdiseiplinary!intersectoral prOjects at the IJNESCO, 
Secretariat, 

The Director-General must meet an ex-treinely difficult challenge: lie must introduce 
interdisciplinaritY/intersectorality into the work -habits  of I]]  officers, 

The Jim interdisciplinary and inter-anericy project will doubtless prove to be the test case, 
in this matter. II seems to have been designed as a mini-sector rather than being, 
intrated into the existing sectors. 1,'/e are afraid --  and  we hope the future, ‘vil1 prove us 
wrong -- that  the  potential multiplication  of  such projects vàll create a parallel C/5 and 
Seeretariat ‘vhose principal -objective will be to "implement interclisciplinarity" hile 
those officers who should be putting it into practice on a daily basis risk feeling de-
trietivated thi.aspect of their work. 

Canada is well aware that the inipIernentation  of interdiseiplinary/interesectoral actionS. 
requires extra time and effort, for we ourselves have opted fer this approach over close to 
two Srears now. We do not underestimate  The  difficulties faCing the Director-General and 
his Secretariat, arid we will continue to them our-firm support. 

2. Structure of the Programme and Budget : 

2.1 Inapk.cr_f_Qmp2sit_e_SI 

In Paragraph 37 of his Worki .niz lIpcument, the Directer-Gnral asks à nurnher 
questions concerning structure. For the next Programme and Budget, he envisages either 
"maintaining the present striieture" or implernentinz a "composite structure." Canada 
favours the proPosal. for a composite struetare. We Suppôrt. the maintenance of the, 
present.major programme areas (which correspond to UNESCO's fields of competence) 
with the addition of two *Or three Maier transverse - hy nature 
.interdisciPlinarylintersectoral - projects aimed at addressing new problem§ that. corne 
under LI-NESCO's responsibility. 

We 'favour  the' structure tha exists in the present Prograrnme and Budget (27 CM) in that 
Ihe iiiterdisciplinarylinter-agency project mentioned al:JO -ye Constitutes a major  transverse 
proj ect, 



One caution, however: we must limit ourselves to a reasonable number of transverse 

projects -- t-wo or three maximum (especially since the present project will doubtless be 
carried on beyond the present C15), and ,  they must be clearly identified with the 

Organization's fields of competence. Otherwise, the current image of scattered resources 
will be confirmed and will be very detrimental to UNESCO's image over-all. 

2.2 How man,v Major Programme Areas should be kepi? 

We believe that the current number of Major Programme Areas is a faithful reflection of 

the work of the Organization, and we favour the maintenance of five major programme 

areas. 

We do not believe it is necessary to retain the numerous subheadings under these Major' 
Programme Areas. It would be sufficient to entitle them as follows: 
Major Programme Area I: 	Education 
Major Programme Area II: 	Science 
Major Programme Area III: 	Culture 
Major Programme Area IV: 	Communication, Information and Informatics 
Major Programme Area V: 	Social and Human Sciences 

It must be remembered that the Second Medium-Term Plan (1984-1989) included 14 
Major Programmes, and that  the agreement  reached by Member States over the years is a 
sign of real progress. 

2.3 Should the present three-tier arrangement be maintained? 

We believe that the three-tier arrangement should be maintalited -- major programme 
areas, programmes and sub-programmes -- as this structure allows for an easier reading of 
a very dense text. 

These reference points (or others if the Secretaiiat wishes to propose them) are 
indispensable to users both within and without UNESCO. The three tiers are not readily 
found when leafing through the 27 C/5; the Secretariat should take the necessary steps to 
render them more visible in the 28 C/5. 

2.4 Should transverse themes and programmes be maintained or integrated within  
Major Programme Areas? 

Canada feels it would be a step backwards to integrate the Transverse Themes within the 
Major Programme Areas. Given its preference for making a composite structure offi cial 
(we feel that this type of structure was set up when the interdisciplinary/inter-ag-ency 

project was approved), Canada wonders how we could possibly cease to maintain one of 
the tangible manifestations of interdisciplinarity/intersectorality, i.e. the Transverse 
Themes on Women and Youth. 
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2.5 What place should be reserved for activities known as "Support for  
Programme Execution?"  

The chapter of the C/5 traditionally entitled "Support for Programme Execution" is a sort 
of catch-all section, and we find this unfortunate. National  Commissions,  UNESCO 
Clubs, NG0s, the Office of Public Information, Extra-budgetary funding sources (the 
principal source of programme implementation), the Modernization and Innovation Unit, 
all seem thrown together without the reader being aiven a clear understanding of their 
respective roles and siimificance. 

In the next Programme and Budget (28 C/5), it would be a good idea for these various 
elements to at least be listed in the table of contents. Otherwise, their existence is only 
apparent to very attentive readers. 

We are particularly sorry that the National Commissions, which are the only UNESCO 
partners (N,vith the exception of the Member States) that appear in the Charter and which 
are being given ever more responsibilities by the Organization :  are not ziven the place 
they deserve in the C/5. We would like the Director-General to consider placing more 
emphasis on the National Commissions in the 28 C/5. 

2.6 .What place should be reserved for administrative activities? 

We feel it would be opportune for the chapter on administrative services to appear at the 
end of the C/5. However, certain sections should be filled out: the chapter on the Bureau 
of Personnel gives no indication as to the siz,e or assignment of personnel. This type of 
information would definitely contribute to a better perception of the implementation of 
the Director-General's policy of transparency. 
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III. CONTENTS OF THE MEDIUM-TERM PLAN:  
PROPOSAL FOR A FRAMEWORK 

In the followine parazraphs, Canada wishes to propose the main elements of a basic 
framework for the Fourth Plan. The headings that follow could be used as chapter 
headings for the new Plan if we want this publication to become a legible, practical, 
easily modified, realistic and persuasive tool. 

A. Fourth Medium-Term Plan 1996-2001, a new formula : roadmap and 
promotional instrument 

There are already three Medium-Term Plans in existence, and we can safely say that they 
belong to another era. They are documents that were intended as the repositorie.s of the 
Organization's philosophy over six years. The most recent (which still applies, since it 
covers the period 1990-1995) was the subject of countless negotiations priOr to its 
approval. It includes 556 paragraphs spread over 233 pages. In many ways, it is a yoke 
that is difficult to throw off. When we reread it today, we realize that the Progranimes 
and Budgets approved since that time have :Tone well beyond it. 

In fact, it is so long that few UNESCO users. have read it, and those that have have 
probably forgotten it. 

This is why Canada supports a Fourth Medium-Term Plan that would serve as a roadmap 
for the. Organization. In other words, those who are not familiar with the Organization 
should be able to look at the Plan and get a clear idea of what the Organization is and 
where it is eoing. The "new" Plan should be a slightly longer and more sophisticated 
version of the information brochure, "What Is UNESCO?" whose most recent version 
dates back to 1992. 

B. The four watchwords of the new Plan 

The Organization has a reputation for wanting to do too much. It is interested in 
everything and seems to believe it can solve all the world's problems. People often 
wonder where it is headed and what it is guided by. Canada is convinced that in order to 
affirm its credibility, the Organization needs to base its plan on the following four points: 

1. bring its ambitions in line with its abilities (i.e. restrict itself to what is possible); 
2. better target its action; 
3. learn how to say no (for example, is it useful or necessary to take part in every 

United Nations C.onference?); 



4. 	update its achievements (we need to build on positive results, rather than create 
the impression of starting over at zero each time). 

C. Overvie-sv of major world problems 

The new Plan should begin with a brief review of the major problems of the day. We 
should avoid making absolute affirmations such as that  found in the first paragraph of the 
document. It is not sure that "never before in history...". This short overview of major 
world challenges should be written in mere subtle language. Such a list appears already 
in Paraeaph 4 of the Director-General's Working Document. It could also address other 
issues such as the escalation of poverty and the democratic transition, their impact on 
populations and particularly on women, the globalization of exchanges, the complex 
systems of tariffs and free trade, the concentration of production, the role of huge 
multinationals that arc not accountable to elected authorities ... all of these issues, as well 
as those quoted in the document, affect human rights, democracy, access to culture, the 
development of education and, ultimately, peace. 

However, UNESCO must not create the impression that it wants or is able to resolve all 
of these questions. The Plan should note them so that readers can take the pulse of the 
world in reading through one or two paragraphs. • 

This part of the Plan could be updated when each of the Programmes and Budgets that 
appear throughout the duration of the Plan are prepared. 

D. A common background : The United Nations System 

After briefly describing the world situation, the new Plan should provide  a brief 
explanation of the United Nations System to help the international communit,' respond to 
its challenges. 

it would be very useful to make the distinction between the specialize.d agencies of the 
system and the other components. The organization chart to this effect should be 
included in the annex. 

We must remember that the entire system was created with one goal in mind: lasting 
peace. The two objectives under -Paragraph 7 of the Director-General's Working 
Document, "the consolidation of peace" and "the promotion of sustainable human 
development," are not exclusive to UNESCO; they are objectives for the system as a 
who  le. 

The next component of the framework must go from the general to the specific, and look 
at what distinguishes UNESCO from the other specialized agencies of the system. 
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E. 	Unique nature of UNESCO within the United Nations System 

I. The UNESCO Constitution 

First and foremost, the new Plan must be based on the UNESCO Constitution and make 
specific reference to it when referring to elements that are specific to the Organization. 
Without quoting it in its entirety, the Plan should recall UNESCO's mission of 
"intellectual and moral solidarity of humanity" (see Introduction to the UNESCO 
Constitution). 

It must be remembered that UNESCO has the following specialized instruments: 
education; science; culture; communication, information and informatics; and social and 

human sciences. The Plan must quote all five areas, and not just the fire three or four as 
it has traditionally done. 

2. Loss of LIIVESCO's monopoly  in its fields of competence 

For a series of reasons that could be enumerated in the new Plan, UNESCO is no longer 
the only international body loolcing at education, science, culture, communication and 
social and human sciences. 

The when and how of this situation should be briefly analyzed, pointing out the 
advantages and disadvantages of this development and describing the situations of 
competition and complementarity that are thus created. We cannot ignore the 
increasingly important position held by the World Bank in matters of education or by the 
Council of Europe in culture, to cite but two examples. Otherwise, the Organization 
gives the impression that it is disregarding reality. 

3. Mechanisms of co-operation between UNESCO, other members of the United 
Nations System, and other multilateral organizations 

Once the new landscape of UNESCO's own fields of competence has been mentioned, it 
would be useful to provide a brief description of the existing mechanisms of co-operation 
(such as the Director-General's participation in meetings called regularly by the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations, attended by the .Directors of the specialized 
agencies and programmes of the system). It is not enough to summarize the usual 
generalities in the Plan that can be found in UNESCO documentation (which constantly 
mentions a fruitful collaboration); we .need to provide specific details on these 
procedures. 

Readers of the new Plan do not want to hear formulaic expressions; t.hey want an 
explanation of the way we operate with the UNDP, the UNEP, the World Bank, the 
Council of Europe, etc. 
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h would also be useful to provide: an idea of the results UNESCO anticipates,from -these 
collaborative efforls. The Plan should not be a place for voicing well-meaning platitudes, 
but for aistaternent of facts base.d on'epelience. 

4 Ç.'NE.SCO'..ç: cOneribléfiph 10 major iljtei-gaverniiienlal conferéfices 

Is it really, necessary for UNESCO to - take part in ever-',.v•intergoverriniental cOnference. 
called by the United Nations or another partnenri> Canada thinks not. UNESCO has 
neither the staff nor the resburces that'are required for such uçtivities, This  is Why it tào 
often gives the impression of spreading itseff too thin, which leads..some Member States 
to question its effectiveness'. 

F. 	Missions (Paragraphs  6.t&  12) and functions (Paragraph 31) of ITNESCO 

J.  Pretéstd fo, Cgiiibi ne missibnsandfunthons  in  the elew 

In the Director General's 11.1riorking Document, the rriissions and functions of the 
Ôr2anization are  nt  grouped together. Because the functions are in many ways the 
<procedures for ii-nplementing.tliernissions, the text<Of the Plan would be clearer if the tWo 
were cornhin ed. 

2. U.YESCO's Missions(pargrap12 6 lo 12) 

2.1 EM ph asizi ng 	ES CO's priority rn lssi on  . 

The- Medium-Tenn Plan should fcFcus its  action on its priority missions .  As the  Director-
General wrote in his preliminary proposals for the PrOgranune and Éudget for 1994-195 
(27 CI% UNESCO "will bc stronger-because it will concentrate, on its priority missions." 
We were firmly in support of this proposal. We believe if is stilt]  pertinet ,andwe are 

Taising itourselves this year 

22  Ciadting  and ex pi ai ni  ng _LILUM:Lbolelleztuallgle• 

1...TNESCO's intelleCtual role Should be eXplorcd in the nev,i'Ple. 	sioalcl not merely 
mention it as though  t  were a given. The world does not necessarily Rrasp the scope and 
impact  of  this role ibin the:activities  and the  future of .societies. We shOuldley to explain 

how intellectual exchanges (xdhangts  of  ideae:,-  and reflections) contribute to the 
development, progresÉ and miÉ11-beilie Of human beings individually and collecthrely. and 
ultimately to peace, the Organization's ultimate goal. In the past decade, this intellectual 
role  lias  been chailenged  as an eeonornicitechnical approach  ha  s been fatfiure,d 
governments and others; today >  we see that attitudes are more open to intellectual values. 
Mediuni-term planning must talce .this into account and take advantage Of it by explaining 
and illustratinp, the intellectual role in clear tenn. We agree with  the  Director-General 
that the intellectual role "is .the defining :feat -lire of our Organization and constitutes its 
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prinCipaI assei: in the sphere of international Co 7 operation" (p.aragraph 7).  The  new Plan 

should rnaÉe an effort to explaM what this eritailS. 

3. U ÊSCas functions Paragraph  3]).  

Clarifying the list 

Paragraph 31 is made up of six points listing a series of functions that are not necessarily 

related,. The new Plap ShOuld involve a Stricter classification, where . Such  disparate items 
as the preparation of standard-sett•ng  instruments andthe promotion ofpüblic awareness 

are nOt coMbined. 

3,2. ÇnIplthgIhe  L ist 

We  feel that four supplemenlary functions should be included in the ne‘v Plan: 

- training,  which is one ,  of the oreanizationis rnoSt important functions because,  of 
its multiplier effect'and its ..cOntribution to sustairiable.develo.pment; 

- public .awarencss . (in the Working Document, this seems to -beexclusively - related 
to the preparation of st2ndard 7setting in.struments); 
participation in the implementation of the Programmes activities by  and  in 

.1\4 emb.er  States: Ili' s. is,. one  of the principal functions:of the,Orgainiati on.. an d.:on e 
cf  the most demanding ones for Canada; 

- . e ,aluation Of the PrograrnMe'S activities: in a cohcrent.and cohesive uNgsco, ›  
this function .  seems essential. 

3.3 Wiraich functions shouid be given priority? 

Member  States area.....,1<ed this. question e  the 'end of the list .of. functions that appears in 

the .  Working Document. 

Canada bdieyeAlatihere.are six priority func:tions ainortà those the lit: 

1. 	the 'implementation of the activities of the Programme approved by the General 
Conference (and not  the: continuation of the current dissipation)'; 

/. 
3. 	the prep aratioh of standard-setting  instruments ançl a follow-up of their 

application; a :clearing Muse in the  Orà,aniz,à fioà l s fields of competence 
(particularly the publication or ..\iorld  Reports on  education, science and 
'communication,  Which U41-1? é.onsiderable. weight); 

5. transferofknowledËe; 
6. evaluation of activities of the Progranune approved by the General Conference. 
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G. 	State Of main tendencies in UNESCO's fields of competence 

Afrer briefly reviewing the major world problems and .the United Nations situation and 
highlighfingthe unique nature and the 'missions and functions. of UNESCO, we feel that it 
woulçl be important >to reflect upon the large Major Programme Areas,. The ne)..v Plan 
should briefly analyze the current eakes and expected: chaHenges  in edUcation, science, 
culture, communication (including.information and informatics) and social and human 
sciences. 

These stakes and challenges Should .alSo form the basis for each corresponding section of 
theriext three  Programmes and Budgets -- 28 Ç75, 29 C/5 and  30 C/5. 

FOl lowing are a few examples, in giiiSe. of illustration of what we hope,the Director-
General will derive from this proposal (these are only illustrations, and are doubtless 
incomplete). 

In the sphere of education, for earriple,, ive should 'recall that education and literacy 
remain one of the -major requirements of our times. We' shotild also sum up the 
reflections Of the inembers of the International Commission on Edueation for the 21 st  
Century, who have already met on a number of occasions at Headquarters and around the 
wOrld kVe., know that Chairman Delors will table a Report that includes  more  'questions 
than answers,  Sand the new Plan should reiterate these. 

In the sphere of science we need to review  The  progress that  'lias  been made since the 
Earth. Sunurnt June 1992, und the major challenges that are Still confront us under 
.Agenda 2.1, two chapters of which UNESCO has 'the responsibility of implementing, as 
direcied by the United Nations. 

_In the area of culture, and closely related to science, we,stould evoke the relationships 
that exist between culture, and the erivironMent and culture  and  development. The 
recently published Preliminary  Drap of. the'  World Report on Culture and Development 
could serve  as thcconceptual fririewoi-k for this part of the Medium-Terni Plari.. 

The conflict of cultures  and  civilizations that We fear will grow greater in the coming 
years shouid be diScussecl, as well  as  the. need to promote a culture of tolerance-and an 
intercultural dialogu e . 

under the heading, of communication, the electronic highway with all its inherent 
dangers, uncertainties and pOssibilities, should be considered as one of the can -ent and 
future Challenèes. 

In social and human sciences, we. should alludeto the internal ruptures 'Of sqcieties, sociffl, 
,dispracement, and the gro',.,,,ing breakdown with respect to human rights. 



These examples are  mot the list we propose,buinièrely a few eleinentS that  the Director .- 
(3-crierai  could confirrn and çomplete. 

Partership (Paragraphs 13 to 16) 

I. UNELS:CO and fis partners 

The:  next.PlEin should 5ketch out the broad lines of a policy of partnership fbr -UNESCO
There is a strong consensus mincing Ivlember States concerning the importance of 
partnejship, which is indeed  one of the essential characteristics of I.UqESCO"s riew 
identity, Until now>  partnership in UNESCO was practised on an 'occasional basiS. 
Because it c,onstitutes a vital need  of thè Organization, the Fourth Plan should involve 
Iviember States in in-depth reflection on the issue. 

The idea of a "united front of multilateral assistance" (paragraph 13) is attractive at first 
Élance, and in a way, we echo it'each time we encourage the Secretariat to co-operate as 
much as possible with the other specialized institutions of the United  Nations  System. 
1-1OweVer, we have reservatibns concerning a united front ‘vith the Bretton  Woods 
institutions, which we Feel would resemble an alliance of unequally matched strenuths for 
UNESCO. Canada supports the idea of partnership ,as long as UNESCO retains Its 
unique nature and sees no change in its role with respect to concepts and values. We 
would like<  the Plan to be mOre explicit on this  point > than is the Director-General's 
Working Document. How, for example, are we to reconcile the universal nature and 
humanist concepts of UNESCO writh the econoMie :  concepts,  financial directiVes and 
narrower interests of the Bretton Woods institutions 

While partnership, which.  is one of the main characteristics of ihe l if ç of contemporary 
societie.s. receives our Support, it is not legitimate fbr,all activities. Virre want to warn the 
Organization against assoCiations that may be attractive from a material perspective or for 
the prestige They  could bring, but which would lead us fo deviate from our missions. 

The. Plan should reaffirm  the importance  of partnership with international non-
governmental organitions-  (NG.0s) that support and prolong UNESCO's action., Mer 

 fifty' years of Co-operation, - the Plan should.involve UNESCO in a review of its ties with 
NO0s. 

Specific mention eioulcl he made of the partnership with the private sector, which ,plays 
growing-roIe in .UNESCO's aras of juridiction, , particularly  in .edueatiOn. 

:2. Decentralizatiôn and National Commissions 

liNESCO's decentralization has been discussed at every level over a nuniber of years,, 
without a,ccincept that is Clear for everyone .having been reached on this point. 7 hie terni 
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• means different thinigs tà thé different parties concerned.  The  Plan should provide a 
,clearer definition. 

On of the lar2est Canadian ,go -vernment organizations, the Canadian International 
Develop' merit Mency  ([IDA),  has carried out an experitnent,in decentralitation  o' Ci  the 
paSt years. This has proven extremely costly and e the:26th and 27th sessions of the 
General 'Çonference led Our gêvrniietit to pronounce itself against this type of 
development  for  UNESCO \vhen it would not be carried out first of all in existinz 
institutiOnS such as the'Rezional.ancl ,Liaison  Offices  and  the National CommissiOns. 

The National Commissions  can play an important 'role in decentralization. However, we 
must not lose sight  of  the farg that they are .not part dr the administrative structure of 

FleadquarÉers, ,since theY are national entities and must never be identified with a 
'Regional or Liaison Office. We agree wittuthe proposals,in Paragraph 14 concerning the 
,NationaI Cominissions, HoWever, any progress here only be poSsible if -there is State 
action in favour of its National Commission, iswell as action on the gecretaristrs part. 

Without a new work spirit or discipline at all levels of -the Secretariat, the National 
Commissions \vill continue, to lack inforrnation or receive it too 14e,, and will continue to 
not be consulted when the Secretariat implements an activity in their country. It  s  clear 
that National  Commissions must incrqasingly talce o\  er. the implementatiOn ,of major 
actions  under the UNESCO programme, and thus -they arc an indispensable partner for 

, the realization of Programme (C 15). This is  the  case  for the Canadian Cpinrnisipn, 
whiCh in f993 organized' the International UNESCO Congress on Education for Iiiirrian 
Right's and Democracy (Montreal, March 1993) and which is currently ornnizing the 
International UNESCO Symposium on Women and the Media: Access to Expression and 
Decision-Making (Toronto, Febmary-March 1995). 

Concentration 

The Plan .should recognize the diffi,éultie's hihereliL in uôneentration, mention  the efforts. 

that have been made by Member States and the '-Secretariat under this,..11eading over the 

yeats., and point out the major steps that have been taken. A btief . development> on  this 
point would help make clear that the Member, States, while cognizant of the difficulties 
involVed, are:continuing their .  efforts. The  word "conc'entrationn Was .long used as a 

wnrd. Wlietlier  or  ni:Ft it ever, did exist.the magic is no longer there, and for- the 
new  jp]ii t•Q be.belieVable it'must use realiStic terms. 

We  agi-ce  With  the priorities under, peagraph 30 with the' following roseratiOns: 
indented para2raphs 1 and 5 should be iefopnulated  in ight  of the preceding,cornrnents 
on the" tern-) de_ -_niAizitiiçai. hi paragraph, 5, the term radiCal  dr any other equMlerif 
should be omitted. 
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in as much as the paragraphs are. liste  in decreaSing order of importance, the first 
indented paragraph should follow the second (basic education), which is the most 
important priority. 

Paragraph 5 gives exaggerated importanee - to UNESCO Chairs, whith for ncFw remain a 
means that has‹ yet to be proven. 

The Organization should establish priorities in social and human sciences, a field of 
`ogn-ipetence which is Curiously absent frorn this list. 

J. -UNESCO Ageot for general mobilization? (Paragraph 12) 

The dissemination of the results cif UN2SCO's actions .  is Of capital iiiiportance and should' 
be covered in the Plan. however, Paragraph 12 of the Director Ceneral's Working 
Document has established unrealistic objecties for the Oremization. it is true,that in 
modern scécieties we often influence national policies through popular opinion. However, 
it ls beyond UNESCO's abilities to reach the majority of the population .  Even the 
National Commissions, which are the  Organization's best way of Teaching populations, 
could hot 'accomplish this If they were to 'devote all their resources to the task. We must 
i -eniember that UNESÇOis goal is.not to reach each individual or each institution,  but to 
enSU- re that education, science and culture,  communication and the social and human 
sciences are well established in lhe . pdorities of the Member States. 

In this context, it would he us,eful to say a few words about the Participation,Progranune, 
which has long been one of the most popular IJNESCO programmes. With the approval 
of ail Member States, its budget was increased substantially, which gave it even greater 
importance. For a long the administration of this budget has been the object of 
much critieism. Canada has °lien Vni ceçl  ils  opinion (see letter of 23 Deeerriber 1.5'93 
from the 'Secretary-General of the Canadian Commission to  the Director-Creneral of  

UNESCO, accompanying  Canadas  requests for the current biennium), 

As we, plan the...fattire of the OrganiZWion, it would definitely he a gcFbd idea for the 
Secretariarto study this matter, so that the enormous ptib'lic relations benefits .derived 
frein the programnie..vis-à-vis a host 1:if.governinent and. rion-overrunental organizations• 
are not compromised by.a deficiept.administration. 

Thpre is no need to set Up a "general mobilization" to correct this situation, 

K. Maintain or diversify the three Priority Target Group? 

(Paragraphs 32 and 33) 

The principal advantage cifmaintaining the 'three >priority target P.roups..is. to provide the 
Cirganization's action with consensual niatlers,.concentrate its 'action, and avbid dispcysal. 



However, the experience of recent years does not permit us to voice a positive opinion on 

this otherwise worthy notion. 

For one thing, the target groups, Africa, the least developed countries and women, do not 

feel they have felt the anticipated benefits of this priorization. 

For another, there is a flaw in the idea. These three groups are too often the beneficiaries 

and thus the tareets, and all too rarely the  agents  of transformation that their special status 

should make them. 

For as long as they are perceived and treated  as  recipients rather than active agents, the 

project is doomed to failure. 

There is some hope, however: the project "Les Assises de l'Afrique" seems to have been 

adopted by the principal parties concerned. 

The dossier of "women", despite the Organization's efforts including its insertion as a 
priority target group which is a means of promotion, continues to meet with resistance 
that has a demobilizing effect in certain Member States, includine our own. 

Canada feels it has valuable experience to contribute under this heading; the next C15 
should plan for ac.tivities that are specific to women with respect to the rise in poverty, 
democratic transition and the impact of globalization. 

The next Plan must deal with this failure and analyze the reasons for it. The Organization 
must find a way of convincing its partners that being included in a priority target group • 
"really does mak-e a difference." 

In consultations with National Commissions, a fourth target group was proposed: ■, ,outh. 
We do not feel it would be wise to enlaree the field of priority target groups for the time 
being. We first need assurance that the three identified groups do feel the positive effects 
before we consider lengthening the list, which would lead to rivalry and frustration. 

Canada would nonetheless like to see young people truly associated with the reflection 
and the UNESCO Programme as agents of change. At the time when the Organization is 
looking to the 21st century, the members of our societ ■,,,  who will be living in that century 
are not yet active members of the debates that concern them more than anyone, and to 
which they have important contributions to make. 

The Director-General wonders whether "combating exclusion could be made the 
watchword of the next Medium-Term Plan" (Paragraph 33). If the Organization has still 
not succeeded in reaching the three priority target groups that are among the most poorly 
provided for in this  world, how can it envisage, without seriously damaging its 
credibility, the addition of other targets that it could not reach? 
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While the question is important, the term "exclusion" is a concept that needs clarification 
if it is to be maintained. 

L. The desired framework for the 28 C/4: The Culture of Peace 

The expression "Culture of Peace" occurs frequently in the Director-General's Working 
Document. This is not, as some have said during consultations with National 
Commissions, a slogan, but a message: it is the very basis of the United Nations System, 
and thus of UNESCO. It enters into  the perspective of sustainable development perfectly, 
and by adopting it. as the basic framework for the 28 C/4, the ethical mission of UNESCO 
is reaffirmed and the Organization becomes a manager of the future. 

The next Plan should clarify the concept by usine as sienposts the considerable work that 
the Organization has already accomplished in this area: the Yamoussoukro Declaration; 
the Montreal Action Plan:  adopted by the World Coneress on Human Riehts in Vienna in 
June 1993, which addressed the military, the armed forces, magistrates and judges; the 
Declaration of 74 and its Integrate.d Plan of Action, as well as the current work preparing 
for the 44th International Conference of the International Bureau of Education; the 
"Assises de l'Afrique" and the International Year for Tolerance (J995). The list is not 
exhaustive, but indicative of the hope that the nev.: Plan will eive an important plate  to 
reflection and progress that has been or is in the process of being carried out. 

The recently adopted Programme should also be mentioned, and the way the Organization 
adjusts to diverse realities such as the situation in Salvador. If the Director-General wants 
Member States to adhere to the idea of a Culture of Peace, they must be  convinced that 
this is not a new programme or a new idea that is both costly  and impractical. 

The Culture of Peace must be viable in all Member States. For this, we need to convince 
the countries of the North as well,  as of the South and East that the Culture of Peace is a 
continuation of the work undertaken by the founders of the Organization. 

The Culture of Peace must become our daily behavior and the concrete manifestation of 
one of the most important objectives of the Organization. It constitutes bringing up to 
date the. very mandate of UNESCO. 

M. Issues not covered in the Working Document which should be included 

in the 28 C/4: operation of governing bodies and budgetary situation 

While the Director General's Working Document addresses programme and policy 
questions that will have an etTect upon the life of UNESCO over six years, we are still 
left with the Organization's difficult financial situation and the current questions on the 
way the governing bodies operate (Executive Board and General Conference). 
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If we want the 28 C/4 to give an overview of all  aspect S of UNESCO, it is:essential to 
look at Current financial difficulties.and their.  Perspectives for the future. It Would beyery 
useful .for the Plan cto make  the  distinction between the ordinary budget arid extra 
bUdgetary furids, in the 'measure • in which the latter allow for'the implementation of the 

progranune activities and must often be identified by the Member States themselves 
(Mot 0fteii by their National Conunissions). 

As for thé working methods of the gerVerning beidies, readers  of the 28 C/4 could be , 
.surprised the there is no mention of the Member States' interrogation of the opetation  of 
,the General Conference, whose decisions deterrninethe policies and programme of the 
.Organization every two years. This part of thé 28 C/4 cduld easily be updated if the"new 
design" Plan is tO be a:flexible instrument 

CGnclusion 

Canada lias  proposed a framework for the 28 C/4 because there is none in the Director 
General's Working  Document, hind because the lack of one poses a problem. 

During  the. regional donsultation  lu whiCh we. took part, participantS, including Canada, 
seemed to have a hard time - understanding the triple classification "anticipation, 
adaptation, 'concentration"  (in his accompanying letter, the Director-General aIsd 
mentioned "innovations"). To illustrate one of the reasons for the confusion, we asled 
Why educariekn, -comintinicatien and culture were .  listed under ''àhticipation" While science 
came under "adaptation." 

Thebrganization . should avoid using terms that,  cati  be reproached  for  their facile nature, 
and even for alaek.of rigor and.reali .sm . 

To conclucle.this section, v,,e wantto reiterate Our full agre.ernent for the riev;,  formula 
proposed i(page 1 of the letter idc.onipanying the Director-General's Working Document 
and.Paragraph`36 of tbis,Document). Hov, ,ever, we feel thatif the 28 Ç/4 is intended as .a 
roadmap aild.promotional instrument, we must adhere ZO afrarneworklhat is accessible 
for all types of potential readers. 
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IV. CONTENTS OF PROGIME AND BUDGET  FOR  19964997 
(i8 C/5) 

A. 	EdUcatidn 

Paragraph 2.Q: The term deformalization  lias  caused a storin of protest in the, world of 
education in Canada. Irwas seen as an atternpttcb reduce the re_ge cif the public 'education 
system, whiCh wOuld be totally inadmissible for a Member State like Canada. Eloweer, 
it waS also supposed that the term aimeC1 .  at emphasiZing alternative forms of education 
and the opportunity to develop them by facilitating access tb 'them. Distance editeation 
wciuld be one method. If such is, the sense of the term- deformaligation, we support the 
proposa!  while 'strongly sug(Jesting that it 'be replaced bY a less ,controVersial term. 
Perhaps.  v,ie could substimte the  expression nprornotiOn of alternative *forms of educat;ion•" 

Rather than ,speaking of deformalization, it would have been preferable to accent the 
democratization of education, education equity, greater access to education and the right 
to'edudation, These are :terms. that correspond to UNESCO's priorities  and  that we would 
like to ,  see in the next C/5 

The C/5 should recognize the diversity of .sites, forms, strategies and dispensers of 
educatiCiii,-and prbrnote, the establishment  of links between the formal education  s stem 
and society through means that vary from one country to the next, such as the recognition 
of aeq uired .skills. 

In order to. .do away with any, anibiguity Concerning,UN.ESCO's. actii,>b, the C15 sliOuId 
clearly reiterate, its commitment to  the public teaching system. As well,. the document 
c ul d'e xplici tly Underline  the faCt-that .  higher. education: . .i.Sra,.rinich -vaster concept than 

 university-level education. UNESCO -documents .often restrict the definition of higher -
cdueation tà. theuniverSity Secidr. We:feel it is in -IPOrtarit to take. into 'account the v+ide 
variety of types of post secondary education, and include theidea of collegiate teaching 
as well, wh.ereverlie -  terni  higher 'learning is. employed. 

The possibilities of ecluCation relating toc...ominunication teehnologies are more andrnore 
numeTous, and i,ve should encourage alternative forms of learning in this 'area. The 
international -Conunission'on Jducation for  the 21st Century is examining this issue. -.1'he' 
neNt C/5 shotild plan for the dissemination and usc of studies on thc.subjcet 

The information highway concept opens up revolutionary perspecties. We - need to take' 
action and question' ourselves on its' impact on traditional f.orms of education and the -
complementary role it u1l play. I-lowerer, we have tO take.into. account the wide gap that 
will be created betWeen developed and developing -countries, due to the cost of access to 
this new teChnology. Sonie "experts *feel that  the di  will be even greater than that 
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which resulted from  the  industrial tevoluLien. The questiOn bere‘is what should be the 
, ideal rate of investment ,  in this new technofogy fOr 'a school with a limited budget. The 
.question is à .delicate one  given that. budget restrictions exist in most countries at this 
time.  The  problem lies at the jinicture of education and communication, and is .a good 
eatiple.of interclisciplinaryhnterseetoralido'-operatién. 

E. 	Natural Sciences 

The:.PrimarY recbininendations from:Our experts in - the field Of Natural Sciences are the 
follov4ng; 

1. 	The first part of the document (CL/3345) which directs the future. UNESCO 
proganune tà have as itS basis the fwdobjectives'onurién to the UN System 
(consolidation of peace and promotion of sustainable human development) by 
addressitiff key world issues Which are interdiSciplinary bÿ  their very nature, is 
well thought through and perfectly  in  line with recent Çanadiari positions at 
UNESCO General Conferences and  is reinforce.d by the COnclusions of IllISICED 
and other high-level international conferences omanized by  UNESCO  or to v.hich 
UTNESCOlas contributed (para. 17). 

The latter part of the L'3 345 gives. insufficient Consideration to the practièal 
.rneans, funds and mechanisms of defining and implementing-interdiscipiinarity at 
LII\IESCQ. We should like therefore to recommend that a practical plan for 
impenienung interclisciplinarity at UNESCO will redirect" the existing strengths 
of the Organiution. And ihat this can  .b.  be done by reorienting the budget to 
include a Special Reserve Fund for interdisciplinary projects to which elsting 
programmes can apply. It should be well understood that these funds should be 
talçen from the current  budget and that nô increaseis proposed. 

The inter-agency, interdisciplinary, co-operation project entitled Education and  
infounation_ab_clut the Environment and Population for Human Development  must remain 
a high priority for the net Mediurri-'1 -erin  Plan,  Programme and Budget. This project 
will be considered a test of the Organization!s new interdisciplinary and intersectoral 
orieeatiOnS. 

We vould. like to mention that in the context of this project, the Ceiltrale' de 
t'en.s.eignemeni du Ôeitébec (CEO) and the  Association québécoise pour la pro,notion de 
l'éduOfion a  renvronnerneni  f140/f3ERE) are Set-ting up a project entitled 
PLAMEZEI1E: First Internationall''Tancophone Sttmmit on Environmental Education and. 
Communication,  The Sununit, schedtiled for August1996, is intended te ,  create a forum 
which will promote sustain  able  human development by encouraging. various forjus pf co-
operation  (technical, linellectual and finanCial) and the identification of faure problems 
and potential solutions. 
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The identificatiOn Of key iiite,rdisciplinary issues, includine.: i) Sustainable 
development; ii) relations 6f the oceans and polar regions to climate -change; iii) 
Traditional Ecological KnciwIehe (TEK); iv), corrimunicationsieducation in the 
context  of  the new information technologies; v) international monitoring 
programmes  such as the  Global  Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS), the Global 
Ocean Observing System (GOOS). 

Background 

Thc .proposal described in (2) above. takes into account such considerations as: 

the full support of existing interees is' more likely if their own 
programmes are not threatened  and rilaY be enhanced through‘Co7oPeration 
and that siich cur-operation will result in an ernerping progrannue based 
UpQr1 the highest cornmon denominator, rather than the lowest; 

the. leverage of funding has proven to be very succesÉful,  no  t on1y in 
-motivating good projeCts from whieh only the best would be chosen,. but 
also in motivating project proponents. to include relevant ne7i.v partnerS:and 
in generating concomitantne:w resources (from partners); 

Thekey interdisciplinary issues noted ,in (3) above correspond to Canadian interests and 
strengths. Because of its extensive geographical scope and resulting. cosily scientific 
sequireraents, Canada  carnes out mUCh of its science through colOperatiVe initiatives, 
includin2: international ones, and consequently much of the hest science in Canada has a 
relauons]iip with UNESCO's iitternatiOnaltintergoVemMental  science programmes  (IOC, 
IGCP, IHP. MAB). As .a result, Canadians have sought out (successfully) a lead .roIe in 
theSe UNESCO: pregrannmes in Order that the science whieh they carry out alsO reSpOnds 
to Canadian priorities, the four,intergovernmental committees should evolve toward 
More co-operation arnonu themselves (more joint MeetiriLis arid projets) withont their 
specificity being threatened. Moreover, the future C/5 shottid set aside i'unds to 
implement recbmmendations made at the joint meeting of  Chairs of the -four 
intergovernmental convnittees held on 5 1\1. civember 1993, Furthermore, Can'ada wishes 
_to put priority on ,the following' five ,areas: 

1. 	Achievement of sustainable development 

'Canada is becoining deeplY 'committed to  the multi-Secforal approaCh to achieving 
sustairiable'dovoloptnent enunciated by the World Commission on Environment and 
Development - the .B.rundtland COmmission (indeed the  Con iniSsion's Secretary 
Qeneral  vas a Canadian), and folltiwing .the 1986,. visit of .the Commission, Canada 
undeitook related national initiatives notably, the establishment by the Parliament of 
'Canada in 1988 of the National  Round Table on the EnVironnient  and the Econdiny. 
the National Round Table is a multi-sectoral body bringing together eminent 
.Canadians fieirn all sectors  of .sotiety -,governMent; industry ., labour, acadeMia, and 



envirôrtmental organiatiôns, and is. intended tà play the role of Catalyst in identifying, 
explaining and promoting, in all sectors of CanadIan society and in all regions of 
Canada  and practices of stistainable development, Provincial Round 
Tables were subsequently established as well as a number of municipal Round TableS 

It should be recalled that UNESÈO was appointed task' manager within the .LIN 
Systern for  Chapters  35  Snce filrSul4inable DévLlernent  and :Chapter 36 
Promodrib ie w us_ and Training,  of Agenda 21, adopted by the Earth 
Summit (Rio 'de Janeine. '1992). UNESCO is of  course 'deeply involved in the 
implementation of -many of the other chapters of Agenda 21 as they deal with the 
Oigarnzation's mandate,' This should be the main source o activities of the ngt C/5 -. 

As ,a '5511Ow-up to the 'Earth 'Summit (where again a Canadian, waS appointed 
Secretary-Qeneral) Canada ,estabIished, in November 1992, the Er qI  de société, 

multi-Stakeholder coalition, drawn from over 8,0 sectors of Canadian society, to help 
promote CpLnadas transition to a sustainable future, The immediate.goal of the  Pros  el 
de  société is to desi2n a Natione Su .staipablé Development Strate<e, identified in 
Agenda  21 as  a pivoLal mechanism for countries to implement' the actions and accords 
agreed to at,the Earth Surnmit 

In,.view  of the.preceding, it iS not Surprising that Canada lias  strongly ProMoted and 
continues to strongly  support  the interse9toral approach_that UNESCO is undertakine. 
The national sustainable development infrastructure that Canada is beginningto put in 
place wil] permit  the country tg greatly benefit from these emerging UNESCO 
interdiseiplinaly projects, 

2. Relations 01'  the  ocean-sand polar regions to climate  change  

Traditional Ecological Knowledge .(TEK) is not a new 'theme for UNESCO. The 
Marine Sciences FrOgiarnine. h.aS long supported TEK resçareh, the Culture.Secwi."1 -iaS 
given ni,..7orld Decade for  Cultural  Development!' status to TEK* projects .and has 
contributed to such initiati'% :.es as "Arnerinclia 92m. , created by UNESCO to learn of 
indigencbus peoples' insight into the encounter of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America; 
the Social Sciences Sector assiSted in the.,,organJ4tion'Of the  International Workshop 
on Indigenous Knowledge and Communi -ty-Based Resources Management 
(Winnipeg, .Septernber 199,1), ,co-sponsored by UNESCO CanadaiMAp and .the 
L'anadian Environmental Assessment Research Council, with assistance: froni the 
'Cânadian. Commission for 1J.NESC,'0 (through ,the t.,TNESCOiCIPA Msistancé 
Programme).  the Government  of the Northwest Terri tories, and the Federal 
Department  of  Indian and Northern Affairs; representation was made lO the ,.A1jJil 
1994 SeSSiOn. of the International Commission . on Education for the Twenty-First 
Century; and the Man and thé Biosphere PrOgrarnrne supports TEK thrOugh its 
.Northern Sciences Network and the. People and Plants' programme. (From the 

 .cornmunications perpective, it is important to.  note 'that Canada's l'orthern 
tridigencbus peoples have demonstrated a particular facility i lh .cofnpu ter 
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technoldgy.) Indeed, 'UNESCO. \vil' scion be publis.hing two special editions of 
Non.« o.nd Resoarces-pn the .therne of Traditional Eco1ogical Knowledze. As \val 
the UNESCO Regional Office for. Science and, Tecluiololzy in, South .-East .Asia 
(Jakarta) 1-4a.s ,mcerit)y writteri to. the Canadian Commission on behalf of the 
UNESCCVANTARA ,EARTHWIRE \VOrkshdp requestirig support for Traditional 

Ecological Knowleclge initiatives inçluding a rriulti-nation UNESCO Chair in 
Traditional Ecologièal Knowledge. 

However, vçrithin the UN System, some elérnerits of Truclitional Ecdoiiical 
Knowledge are dealt with by FAO. but the,,subject is not tackled by any neney in ail 
its dimensions. Similarly,,it debes not appear that thé UN System haS yetdesignated a 
'faSk Manager' for Chapter 26 of Agenda 21 (which is dedicated to indigenous 
peoples) and "if U-i,,SSCO is truly coneerned witlanowledge, then indigenctis -local 
and traditiorial Systerns of knov,Jedge,should be mobilized; if UNESCO% intellectual 
role is the defining feature of the Organization, and constitutes its principal asset, then 
the wisdom of indienous and local peopIes based upon many centuries of liNing as 
part of the planet's ecosystems should be ineluded,as part of that role 

The period 1 January 1994 to 9 beeernber 1994 has been set aside for planning thé 
International Décade of the World's lndigenous PeopIeS, 	Article 9  of 
proclamation "requests specialized agencies.„and other or2anizations of the-United 
Nations S) stem to Consider with go' ernments and in partnership with indigenous 
peoples how they can contribute to the success cie the Deeade..." in the context of 
Traditional EcolOgical Klidwiedge whiph would explore, its contributions and 
encourage its application, in intersecting areas of development, envirorilnera 
education and cdmmunications. In the context d1 thel-tet>C15, UNESCO: should Rive 
attention Io this topic and plan some major activities in that regard. 

4, UNESCO should focus its efforts on taking a leading roie in communications in the 
broadest possible meanin2 and ii the context of' The 
Communication in education, science; qulture, etc.; communication as a way of 
creating fleure knowledge; communication in tt.•aehing; communication in trainit); 
communication in doinz research; cotrimunication in disseminating information; 
communication in deveioping relationships. The elosest terni to> cornmunicatiOn of 

- this kind which may be interpreted  in the narrow and classical way will be 
networking. Networking  of knowledge, networking of people: N'etwork, 
structural units of a future society, This concept is very well.suited for decentralized 
systems. 

. International monitoring programmes such as the Global Terrestrial Obsetving 
SysteMÏGTOS) and the Global Oceah Qbserving: Systein (GOOS), 
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C. 	Culture 

General COMillentS 

The creation of .a,  global cultural 'ffiarket is not i.solated from the exponential gro.w -th in 
contemporary communications media. Instant and up-to-theminute knowledize.  of  what 
is geing on  in the univerSe, 'garnered through teleVision, engenders new awareness. 
Information lliev,ays, hypertext. - multimedia techniques and virtual reality also lend 
'themselves to Profo.und  modification  of Our thought patterns. 
culture  in tbe.internati onal  context without dealing wi th  the influence of new technologies 
on etiltiiral enterprises and On the very definition Of PUT  -cultures.. 

Cross  bbrdeftelevisicin is here. It is an .extracirdinarily pov, ,erful  cultural  .instFument 
Every day , information technologies alter our cultural Ian.  dscape. However„ it is not 
possible to predict 411 the effets  of  technology, and the Iratisition to an infprmation 
society will not occur without clashes. The challenge to be faced is how to take 
advantage of this unprecedented ,  turmoil in mass cultural prodUCts,' - to learn leSsonS about 
respect .for others  and  self-assertion, 

The interaction of  culture and conununication in association with:the quickly advancing 
means of digital communications systems is a critical issue and should be addressed now, 
even though the questions to be posee are still being formulated. Iffreedorn and access 
are to be contin2encies in the digital transfer of information>, attention should .  be  given 
aow to regulem,  implications  and how corpotaliOns, governments, or other 'agents gif 
confrol could delimit access. Even now before the system is fully functional, a "crisis of 
content could be anticipated — the culturally-deficient,OLlj - uit in  Corporate profits could 
dominate the system very,  quickly, making difficult or 'even impossible any favourable 
opporcunjty for .culturally-defivq:1  (dire one sugÉest artistkally-derivecl), newly-created 
materials of'quality. 

The Wqrld C0111TniSEiOli on Culture and INvelopment 

(Pai-agraph 	- Canada has always supported the work of the World Conunission on 
Culture and Development being -  financed frOrn extra-budgetary funds. To this  end , a 
C$ 1 00,0 00 contribution has been made by Ille Canadian International Development 
ALrency, in addition to technical aid extended au -ough the kian of an official frbrn the 
Department of Canadian Heritage to the Commission Secretariat and a contribution to the 
do cumerlt elfitlect Cultural Diinensin:of DevelOpenent - Toward a PractiCal Approac,h: 

Snmenary of Methodological. Experiences in Taking Cullural Factors into Account én 

Developnlent Discussions are also underway with vieW tb holding ,a working meeting 
of  this Cormi ssio ri in Canada. 
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The: iMpact of the' Wiirld Commission has thé potnniial Of becoming the>,most significant 
legacy of the 'World Decade  for  Cultural Development," if enough attention can be 
ettracted-to : its reconaMendations. Coinciding virrith thé anticipated results, the Secretariat 
at UNESCO could be preparinQ a. multi-level. multi-faCeted 'marketing' Plan for: the 
inteipretaticin, application and promotion  of the World Commission's report and 
recommendations. 

Memory of  the Fueure 

We are .in entire agreement \.vith  the  proposed .empbasis on the cultural .sphere, for the 
future and the past. However, the 'expression "inernory of the future" posed. an  
interpretation problem for our .experts They wondered' if this  was -  another 1.vay -of 
referring to the Ivienlorv of_j -le World project -ér if these -  vver. tko *different, Concepts. 
"Memory of the future" also seemed,  to -exclude contemporary cultural manifestations, 
focusing on futtn -e culture -unincatriated - by its separation ii -om the present, If there is an 
attaehment to this concept. the  Secretariat should shed .;orrie light on it in the .C14 and. 

CuTiure and Econoreiçs.  

It must be recognized that at a time ‘vhen trade is becoming worldwide and - information 
technologies are exploding, our cultural resources have'also - become powerful economic 
development tools. Culture and economics are now an acknowledged couple, and public 
authorities must encouraÉe their'healthy progress. 

Fleriiae 

We.upport natural and cultural heritage, remainintz  a  LP qESCQ: priority. Mo.reover, if the 
assertion is made that - the preser‘ration and safeguarding...-of cultural 'heritage. are 
iMperative  for  UNESCO. it folkiws that salVage operations must be associated -  with 
development activities. ibis is  the  area of competence of the World Heritage Cities 
Orgi-inizatioh (WHCO) and of tOurism,  an economid, development source for local 
populations,  -as the craft industry rrlay . be 

Canada wouLdhe pleased to find out whether it can host the,modular photo exhibition (if 
world heritage Sites accOmpanied by written and audiovisuaf material, scheduled. for 
distiibution starting in 

Further in the Canadian Museum of CivilizatiOds prOpoSal- the-slimmer of <1993, mie are 
Considering the possibility of becoming, the depository  of  the 'international Archives  of  
Epics".  Canada  would see a role `of ihis - nature as a tangible irnplementtion -of  the, 1989 
RecoMinendation on safmtarding tradiiional and popular culture and as one  of  the 
planned "Memory of the World" activities, while -  alsà,  being part of the Canadian 
,resPonse  tu  the (1,..IESCO Director General's appeal to  case the  world's 'audiovisual 



heritage. Befcére cominitting iLseif, Canada would like to further its inquiries into J1`Le 
composition and operation of the International Advisory Committee on the "Archives of 
the Epics" projee. 

Canada supports a separate internatibrial agreement On non-pb>siCal heritafie being 
.negoti24d rather than linking it to the existing Convention on Worlc.1 Cultural and Natural 
Heritage, 

Culheal -tourism 

The proposed orientation toward culturà1 tourism is mnpletelv in line with onr Own 
priorities. TO this, end, the follt»yïng must be encouraged: 

links between cuktuTal tourism, the erMrotiment arid sopiey in. general, and•  the 
 necessity of sound cultural tourism practises; 

cultural tourism education in elementary and secondary schools, universitie s . 
c011eges and techniCal training establishments, 

coqTeration between edticators 'and those responsible for the developrent .of 
cultural resources  and  tourism; 

diversification of the eccalomy with emphasis on creativity; .maiIeting creativity; 
the 1  develcFprrient of high-iquality cultural tourist Products reinforcing cultural 
iderttity and a sense of place; and activhies based on cultural heritage; 

development of mechanisms to acknowledge, validate and 
locallregional/national resources; 

allage 

co -operation with local and municipal recreation services to develop loca] hd 
regional strategies with a %2iew to quality cultural, tourism as a receiver And 
transmitter. 

The Ca»adian 'Commission  for UNESCO's ,  Sub-Conninission on Culture and the -World 
Decade, f,or Cultural  Development has agreed .to pay particular attention to the issue  of  
cultural tourism ciwin  its upeomin2 deliberations. 

.Filiany, Canada is conAeiLing the possibility of hosting the last meeting of expèrts on 
local culture  in 1997. and .Québe.c. City La  been sueeSted . as a venue, giVen its status as ,a 
World .1-J cri tage site  
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preparing young people lc> five n 	urai and inuifi-eihnk: soéleties 

This is One of the few refereneeS to "youth" in the "planning document and iS mékSt 
welcome, However, 'youth .culture" as .a very broad category should be introduced as 
demanding:attention from IMESCO on a larger sçale than the necessad preParation for 

tolerance and acceptance of clifferine, race gender, sexual orientation, religion and 

nationality. What are their values and ambitions? 1-Ilaw can they be better supported to 
take Charge Of the uncertain world createti by their elders? "Youth culture" and its many 
facets should be elevated in UNESCUs agenda 

Cultural  :51w inks 

. 	. 
UNESCO - is the only international aency vylicli has undertaken to provide guidelines for 

cOmparahle Cultural .  statiStics. 'C'anada is  of  the view,  that the >Framework . for Cultural 
Statistics which has been reco.gnized  as an activity of the Worlft riecade for Cultural 
.D.evetopment,-needs further development..and believes that reso.urces be put .aside- in the 

programme`to improve .it, Culture is.the only area within UNÉSCO's mandate for which 
there  are no  agreed Standards for international .statistics. 

l'-he› next C/5 should plan activities in 'order to RiVÇ UNESCO a leading tole in 'co-
ordinating further work. 'Mere is no means to link cultural statistics to other 
classification systems such as ICSO (international Standard CiasSification  of  
Occupations), ISM (International Standard Industrial Classification) and 1S .CED 
(International Standard Classification of Edtdation). 

With increasing global integration Of cultural industries,, and On=soirig convergence Of the 
technologies aVailable to  bring culture to consumers, there is a growing need to obtain 
reliable, internationally comparable statistics on  culture. This  requires a balancing 'of 
specificey cultural. ,cconornic arid social measures which relate to the constituent  parts 
of  the cultural •sector: the individuals who work ‘vithiri the sector. making 'cultural 
production poseilIe; the élruaniialion. arid inidutries Which'produce, distribute and retail 

cultural goods and services; the parts of government which-present; support,.regulate  or 
otherwise affect culture; and finally, the,conurners, the people who utilize the Output 
resulting from the activities Of the other parts of the sector. All this needs to he measured, 
studied and understood if the role of tli>e cultural industries in the promotion (-). cultural 
•development is to be strene-thened, especially in less developed. countries, 
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11LJNESCO's Normative Action 

I.  . The Hague Conveietio,2 

Canada's reasons for not signing the 1954 Hagne:Convention (on the protection of' 
cultural propert ,  in the eveht.of armed conflict) when it was drawn up no longer 
exist, and consultation with the Departments concerned is underway with a yievii 
to  imminent ratification of this' Convention, whose 'pirit Canada lias  'always 
respected. 

Ul\TESCO's-goal should.be the improvement of the Convention and  its  ratification 
by the greatest number' Of -countries, making it 'a truc . instrument of heritage 
preservation and protection. An improved  Convention  must both refreet re' Cent 
evolution in  the concepts  of heritage and change in *the forms .  of :conflict, and 
encourage:development of a strategy to educate both  the  public and heritage 
protection experts. 

Copyright' 

Because we view creators as the essential•spirit and driVing force ,of the cultural 
siector, O n e area Çfsigpificant concern is that of intellectual property, specifically 
the areas of copyright, neighbouring rights and . Perforrners rights, Copyright and 
rclEited protections should b<e integrated as  full  components of cultural 
development and growth„ rather îlien as ad hoc provisibas whic1 arriVe long after 
they should, merely an addendum to the action plan. 

urNEsco liould.éoiisider working with developing nations to .adrriinister str.ong. 
iritellectual property protections which enSure that revenues realized from 
doMestic cultural 'goods dnd seivic.eS remain within or are channeled baCk to the 
country from which they-came. lvfarty international copyright cOnventiOns , can be 
referred to, as nindels for'develciping dorriestic- laws ‘vhich enab1e'the expansion of 
opportunities for cultural development 

in the planning of the C/5 activities, the Secretariat should use the 
ie.C6mmendations of the Meeting 'organized by the University of British Columbia, › 

 Faculty of Law, on "Material Culture in Flux; Law and Policy of Repatriati:on  of 
Cultural Property,7 whi'eb gathered 70 lawyers, museologists and Canadian F.irt 
Nations peoples considering each 'other's perspectives on this and related issues, 
UNESCO financially supported this event thrope its Participation Programme • 
for 1994-1995, 
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Status of the Artist 

Canada will seriously examine the possiiiility of hosting an intergovernmental conferenCe, 
on the earns of ahists dining, 1996-1997 >  and, proposes  meetings with Secretariat . 

 members to discuss-this possibility further. 

Books and reading 

Cult.ire is an,uhusue phenomenon that combines aspects of our social and .econornic 
systems. Cultural products are rarely consumed in ihe traditional sense. Reading a .book 
May 'cb`stnioney, certainly cOSts tinte,  but in no sense uses up the book. .Itis there to be 

loaned' or read , again. What has happened is an emotional and .intéllectual exclianà, 
\\Iich  affects the  User and rnay affect future. exChanges. Cultural output  is cumulative• 
Canada will therefore support any activity encouraging .  the distribution çf boàks. and 
reading... 

Clearing house for international comparative research 

In June 1994, the • Department of Canadian Heritaze orzanized an international 
symposium. entitled "CrOssing Frontiers: Issues .of Cu lture Heritage and fdentity in a 
Comparative 'Context". This initiative.was recognized anelp .artiallY funded by fli.TN5CO: 
as a World Decade for Cultural Development project. The Symposium was attended by 
200 policy-makers, researchers., academics:and artists  frein  over:15 countrieS inCluding, 
South .Anierica..ASia-Pacific, United StateS. Australia, and Europe. One. of the.proposals 
emerging from the Symposium \vas, the need to establish a during house. fox 
internatiOnal coMparative  in the  ncritage,ane culture areas.  This idea  as 

 \vell received 'by the Symposium including representatives from cultural and heritàge . 
 researeh institittes'from-around the world, 

Canada iS interested in seeing thé 'realization. of the prc.)jeçt. It was .suggested. that,. 
CulturelinkCan initiative of The , Institute for Development and international Relations in. 
'Zagreb), an'existing, yet not reCessarily specialized cultural documentation and research 
network, become the hub of such a clearing house, -Updates bibliographic reviews., a 
Who's' vvho of researchets and abstraCts on the state, Of international cemparative research' 
woùld Form the basis of a specialized edition'to be . publiShed annually by Cultur•link and 
Madeitle.cti -onically 'available thrOugh the Intemet. Culturelink,  a Ul\TESCO/Council of 
Europe 'ffinded network ,could work on this activity in co-operation with  institutes  and 
researchersffrom. arôund  the wqrld, including Canada, \vhich could provide' technical 

.advice and act as:regional facilitatcbrs for -the project. 



D. 	Corn ro unication, Information and Informatic 

Our experts feel tliat over the next fewyears, UNFSCO sheuld: prompte the development 
"Of global information Policies based bri thé. growing interaction between ›activities 
previously considered distinct': education and training; learning and recreatiOn, 
telecomirrizikations and broadcasting; inforrnatics and communication networks; book 
and periodical publishing and the provision of educational  software progranmies; 
intelleenial Standards and prOperty. An infonnatiOn polie must also deal with such 
questions as the protection of private life, discriminatory content, the harmonization of 
standards, copyright. 

An information policy framework would heip define the rights and reSp6nsibilities-Of 
:eitizcns and the variods public and private sector stakeholders with respect to access to 
information. Su eh a poliey v,.reuld also recognize the abundant zrowth of ComPuterized 
infar'rpgion and its crucial role in any ÇC0110111iC development strategy. 'for both 
,developed and developing,countries, 

An infcnnation policy would - also be based on developing >.policies. with respect to 
-electrônic highway ni Canada, the. United States, Japan, and. Europe, and on government. 
projecrs suCh as Canada!s:CANARIE project (Canadian Network :for the Advancement of 
'Re:search, Industry and 'Edu .cation). 

Last, an inforination policy should.be.jointly developed with a learning 	giVeri . the 
intersectoral links it has with information ; the mastery of different types of information, 
vario-  us .  forms of access, to in formation; different technOlogies, for .storage transMission  or  
dissernineion, and the use of information; the need -for continuimz education for, adding 
via-information to the value of"So.èial,.ctiltural and econornit attivities. 

We would like to underscore 'the importanée for UNESCO to develop a global 
information policy suited..to the global pli enomenon of the information society. This 
policy would recognize the importance -of all stakeholders in the sphere of infonrnation -- 
1,4fether they are:involved in ihe production:or ereatiori - of information, storage, location 
or procel(ising of information; É:s diSsernination, transmission or :use, 

The C4 could consider giving .the Organiz,rttiourthis general perspective, and the Ci5, as 
of the ritst bienniuin, could propose' conerete activities to tins end  

The prOtnotiO n. Of treedom 'of expression, the:free. circul ati of formati on and:the 
pluralism of the media, and the.development of hum an resources and infrastructures. in 
infoffnation and -.coninlunication.eiould continue to be UNESCO action prioritieS• 
,Activities in this field should be included in the d5. 
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Interdiscirilinarv and Inter- ect  of Co-operation entiiled "Environment and 
Educatiàn and Intbrinatiox_ for T-Jurnan Development"  

The iiiterdiSCiplinary pro -je& entitled. "Erivirâninein `apd Population Edileation and 
Information for Hurnan DevelOprnere should remain a 1:lia priority in the next 'biennium 
and .Medintri7Term Flow,ever,, it . is--unfortunate that tà 'daté the project's officiais 
have riot called, on the General Information Programme :fOr their contribution, to the 
project, The Jong-terrn strategic, orientations of the. PGI:that ecwer the:hext tw Meclitim-
Terin Plans (If years), have identified  the following four missions.. as priorities: 
conserving the mernory of;the world; inforrnatiOn in the..SerVice of editcatiori :  learning 
and. soientifie research; information. in the, service :of hurran development; and 

. information in the service Of environmental Management. 

Social and Hui:man SCiEnCeS 

The Director-Creneral's Viforking, Document is noticeably silent as to the role, and position 
of the social and hutnan sciences in the.Organization. We .find this tripe unfortunate and 
hope ihat the f011owing remarks will make it . possible to substantiall y reinforce.this part 

the28 C.15. 

The place the UNESCO seeks to establish for. itself attife forefront of thought cannot bè 
acccanplished without an in-depth.reilection on scéciety (see Paragraph 9). 

Nattrallv, the major international commissions stich as the International Commission on 
117dueation for the 21St Centtiry (Delors) and the World CornmissiOn on Culttre and 
Development (Ferez de Cuellar), ho,th, attaphecl to UNESCO, 'are in the process of 
accomp]isbing (their reports' arc expecte,d in 1995) considérable and far-sighted v'rrork. 
FI0v,rever, the 'Jadis, barriers :  and challen2es:they identify will require years of research 
and retlection. 

These .Commissions are taking the pulse, but we cannét expect them to replace the 
UNESC(,?..programmes. 

It•is thus essentiaI for the Organization todevelop a dynarnic, social sciencesprogram that 
the new Jutérgovernmental MOST Programme, no nierez.' i'kUat its scope, could not 
replacé. 

UNESCO is the only multilateral ofnnization in a.position Io undertakesome kind.oe 
action in the. socia) and human .sciences. 

Without this, reflection in a large number of countries runs the risk of being.repIaced by 
the - i-e$ults oi'Studies and research cOnducted hy SomeOf thé( large agencies -\yithin the 
United Nations"System, At &Élie vlien 	favour pluralism,,thought riùs 
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becoming increa:5iii.g.ly one-dimensional if it depends On à single data  source  (the World 
Bank), v,...hieb will he reproduced ad h.-Libitum by a large number of distribution channels. 
UNESCO  must not buy the ,World Bank% argiiment that liDCally collectç.d data is net 

 reliable, not.relevant to comparions:, and expensive to obtain 

UNESCO  .must promotelhe -developrnent of local,researeh capacities; otherwise, how can 
proceedto the arialysis.and criticism necessary thel5peration  of civil soèiety (on 

which we countinore and more)? 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The interest of this consultation on the next Plan and Programme and Budget, ).i;,re believe, 
lies  in. the concerte.d  effort of Member States and the 'Secretariat to give the Plan a form 
and spirit that alloW it to •ffilfil >a truly useful function:in 
mandate. We:must not assume tharthe previous Plans orthe existing Plan were desiened 
accordirig- to 'the saine model, Or that our predecessors, did notes° make 'the necesSary 
efforts oi ." adaptation. -or that they were unsuccessful .in their efforts. On the contrary, 
there has . been an evOIution frcFni one Plan to the neXt thardeserves acknowledgment and 
ihat  tas  well described,hy the.Secretariat in.its document 27 C/15, Today, -these Plans 
.give us useful information and .cOnStithte. precious tools of hiStoriCal knowledge. 
However, we-  shouldalso,recOgniÉe•thatduiing the period they .were in effect they did neit 
fulfil their role as guide and conceptual framework as well as they rnight have, arid too 

-often they were inspired hy the Programmes and Budgets rather than being the inspiration 
for the latter, which was their original goal. 

We hope that the Plan wc are currently .designing will finally serve as a source of 
inspiration for  'the Programme and Budget and  this will be  the  Measure of its -sucCess. 
Within the devel-opment of our collective reflection :  it -should lie between the  UNESCO 
•Constitution,  which establiShes the fo.uridatiOns  of the 01'.ganization, and the:Prograipmes 
and  Budgets. -which translate UN'ESCO's -vocation into concrete •activities. The Plan is 
thus - a roadrnap..as we describedfit earlier, ‘vhieh updates  the  Mandate for, a tliYell peripd, 
it must establish a• relationship between the 'Organization's mandate as laid out in •the 
Constitution  -and the challenges:Of -the conteinporary world, and -  leadiq'concrefe tion. 

We believe.the Plan must have., structures  that-are original and different froin thOse of the 
Programme and Budeet. This is Why we wanted to propose a frameworkfor the future 
:Plan , This wotild not be unconnected. to the  Programme  and B.udget, Which would be 
directly inspired by the  contents ofthe Plan .  We, believe that the relationship between - the 
tv.,,.0 *documents should, nOt be .one,Orform, but of content, With the Plan preceding and 
inspiring the PrOgrainine. 

In order to make the relationship between thetwo concrete. we want to suggest that at 
least the table of contents of the Plan should appear at the beginning Of the Proarainme 
and Budget, thereby rnaking it clear to  rade  rs that there is a link between the two 
document. We should avoid the curr`ent situation, where ihere is a gap between the Plan 
and Programme and the impression that the two are not related. 

By being briefer, v.; ,ith accessible language, flexible .and adaptable, situatingthefoundilig 
principles in a modern-framework that inspires action>, the Medium-Terni Plan will play 
the active role the.Organfzat ion needs , and become an eXcellent instruMeht ofprôniotien. 
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Subject: Consultation of IVIerriher  States,,  AssOciate Nieffillers and 
intergovernmental and international non-  governmental 
organizations On the ,pÉeparation of the Draft Medlum-Term 
Plan for 1996-2001 and the Draft Programme and Budget for 
1996-1997 

Madam/Sir. 

The preparation of the fourth Medium-Term Plan4 which will bring  UNESCO  into the 
twerity-first,century; willbe'one of the Orgatiization's naost vital ra.sks over the next two years. 
At a. time of unprtcedented pOlitioal; economic and social  uPhe4val bût .21-1s0 of gient 
opportunides feu-  action to respond,to_these upheavals,  UNESCOtau-st-te-more recqtive than 
eyer to the .r.riews of the different douhrries _and specially their intellecrual oorrununities in its 
efforts to  analyse  emerging'trends and J'eir probable evolution. It will then bc able to alert 
opinion and mobil17r, intemadonal community to tackle these nei...v challenges. ,!,.Lntiel.pation, 
'adaptation and innovation: thèse_ are the piinciples  on  which we must base -  bur_strategy and 
that we must constantly bear in mind as v,Te torn our thoughts to the new .Plan.  For the 
Orggnization's effecli.; enes. will depend on its ability to aniicipatt e. ,:eents and to prepare for 
rapid changes in the wdrld. 

This was the spirit in ..,..yhich I subnained to the  General Confererice at its menty-seventh 
session document 27 015, emitred "Preliminary considerations concerning mediurn-term 
planning as from 1996' - During the generalpolicy debate, the Mernber States were in favour of 
a six-year plan whih would set out the major Unes o emphasis for the Organization'S mission 
and itS action during the period 1996-2001. The primary.  piarp0e- !tDf the Plan should 
decrilae clearly and çOndsely rhe zenera3 policy tO bé followed, thepriolity fields of . 13C lion '..2nd 
the 2enetal ouzline ID( the strate:eies  w  bé implemented, while remaining sufficiently tkdble o 
'.alow adjustments Io be made in omet ro cope with. -ernergencies and,new prob]erns thair mugit 
triSe‘during'tht period coVercd by the Plan  Menler Sr.4e's als:d ‘,/anted to tia.%e a macre 

forrn of consultation than in the past, which would elirdriate  Tong  and cornplx-
.Rbestiljnnaires and more  diregdy involVe oil our partiels, particuJarly the intelleCtuzi 
communiry, in the preparation Of the. prOgramrne, 

In  canying crut this COnSultatiOn, I intend to male the must of the meetings of the 
National Cornmissions for UNESCO  Scheduled to be.  heId during th& current bienniurn; lep of 
these meetings %vil] in f nt haqd at subresionall. re .onal and inlerleional lcvel 
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and the end of July 1994.  By consulting the Organization's key partners, estab/ishi'% .n 
accordance with Ardele VII of its C,Onseitution, we hope to identify, in a concrete manner.. ›le 
pees and priorides of each holernber State as .`expressed by its government and intellectual 
community. The dates of these meetings may bc found in-Annex I to this letter. I should be 
grateful if you *ould take  the necessary steps to ensure that yox National Commission can 
prepare for the consultation to be held in your region  or  suhregiOn and thus rnake its valuable 
cOntributiou. 

In  addition  tO the representatives of the National Commissions and the heads of 
UNESCO  field offices and units,. I also intend to invite tcF these meetings the members of the 
International Commission on Education for the Twenty-First Century and of the 'World 
Cbmmission on Cultare and Development from the region or subregion çoncerned to enable 
them to take part in the discussions-that will undoubtedly bear on the subjects debated  iii  those 
tI,Vo Commissions and to inform the National Commissions about their work. Systernadc 
exchanges  of  information between regions and subregions will, of  'course, be organized on the 
outcome of the different meetings. 

I have great expectations:of this kind  of consultation  and 9f the direct contact that should 
thus be established between the Mernber States, through their National Commissions, and  the 

 Secretariat. A worldng document, which may be 'found in Annex  fi  has been prepared to assist 
in the preparations for these meetings. The document, whiCh is intentionally brief, takes the  
fox-ai  of a 'table of contents% its main purpose is to stimulate ideas and present various 
hyPothese;s, It should enable the Member States to state their views on the six-year Plan and 

 the Draft Programme and Budget fcFr 1996-1997 as clearlY as possible. 

As  well as making its contribution during the meetingoill  the National Commieions, eaçh 
Member State may, if it so wishes, send me in writing its observations and proposals on both 
the Plan  document ttrid the Draft  Programme and Budget for 1996-1997, tO reach  rite  by 
31 hdy 1994 az rhe kirest. 

I  have.. in  'fact, to submit to the Executive Board at its 145tb  session,  in October 1994, a 
report setting out the conclusions of the consultations carried' out  in the  first he 'of 1994, 
together with proposals relating to both the content  and ±e  form of the two documents. The 
Draft Plan and the Draft . Programme  and Budget, will then be ptepàred on the basis of the 
guidelines provided by the Execudve Board for consideration by the General Conference at its 
twenryeighth session In:October 1995. 

Accept, MadamiSir, the assurance of my highest ConsideraticFn. 
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ANNEX I 

MUTABLE FOR CONSULTATION OF NATIONAL COMMISSIONS 

AFRICA 

Kenya (East and Southern Pdica): 16  May-20 Ivle 1994 

Guinea (West Africa):  23 May-2'? May 1994 

Chad (Central Africa): 27 June-1 July 1994 

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

EcuadOr (Lalin America except Southern Coe): 30 May-2 June 1994 

Suriname (Caribbean): 11 Juiy-15 July 1994 

Uruguay (Southern Cone): 18 Ju1y-22 July 1994 

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 

Theand (Asia: 9 May-13 May 1994 

Samoa (Pacific): 4 	July 1994 

ARAB STATES 

Jordan: 25 June-29-June 1994 

EUROPE 

Poland: 12 _Tune-16 june 1994 

INTERREGIONAL CONSULTATION 

Portugal: 26 JuIy-30. July  1.994 



ANNEX II 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, 
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

WORKING DOCUMENT 



IzoDuc -rioN 

1. Never before in history has the workl experienced upheavals so far-reachingcand so rapid as 
those that have taken Place in thiS 'final decade of the twentieth century, giving rise at once to great 
hopes . and urgent challenges, 

2. Great hopes weFe engendered by the end of the East/West ideological divide, which removed a 
number of obstacles to the attainment - of the goals for wl-sich the United Nations system was created. 
The inélreasinly universJ demand for the exerciSe of humah rights, the progress of democracy, the 
abolition  of aparth eid., the siLrnature of the IsraeloPalestinian Protocol  Agreement,  the initiatives 
taken by the international community to prejent conflict .and maintain peace >  and the boost that a 
substantial reduction in armaments could,.:ive to development -& these are grounds for hoping  fora 
bett et future. 

3. The moves towards regorial or EPb'regional integration currently under ra..ay in different parts 
of the world _ in  Euro pe and around the Mediterranean, in A_sia and around the PaciEc, between 
North. and South A.rrierica and within Latin Arnelica - a[so consiitute new QPPorruniti ses  for  Peace 
and development. Dictated in the first instance by economics and trade, these initiatives offer 
potential frameworks for co-operation in culture, education, the sharline.‘of ideas and the transfer of 
knowledÉe, thereby opening the way to increased mutual understanding in a spirit of tolerance and 
respect for difference, 

4. At the  sanie  tlme, our world is in search of adequate responses to persistent or renewed -threats 
to its security. Violence, intolerece and discrimination, and the upsurge of extremism, are the most 
dramatic signs of divisions affecting the oohesion of society, They are above all symptoms of other 
threes., often obscured by ideological confrontation, which FlOW force themselves upon our attention: 
the Widening Zap between North and South; intolerable inequalities at  international  level and -Within 
nations; the escalation of poverty and exclusion, even within industrial societies; excessive 
population growth which, when combined With situations of extreme destitution, produces 
unprecedented migratory flows; the alarn -iing pollution of the planet; new pandemics and mounting 
drug abuse. 

5.•  The adoption .of a planetary viewpoint has today become the pàrgriount condition of our 
suriival. It iS vital that viee radically change our behaviour and criteria with  renard fo the 
consumption of energy and raw materialS i  tci production, to employment and to material wellbeing. 
We must learn as a matter of urzency- to invest in peace what we have previously invested in war, 
This is the message that  UNESCO, as the intellectual organiztion of the United  Nations  sYstem, 
must spread in order to preyent a return to situations of MiStrUSI OF confrontation that would 
seriously jeopardize the fraile prospects for peace and development and ftle very future of 
generations to come. 

I.  UNESCO'S MISSIONS 

6, 	,The reform of the United Nations system is on the agenda: it is for each institution as well as 
for the system as a whole to  me examine their priority objectives so as tO àdapt them E.0 new 
challenges and opportunities. UNESCO has been eriaed in this exercise for some ,years, but the 
preparation'of the Medium-Term ,Plan for 1996-2001 shoUld be the occasion to  cake  this process ,a 
step further by delineating a UNESCO more focused on its priority missions 'and on the tasks ;É is 
best qualified to perform, having reard td its distinctive characterislics. 

7 	In this respect, the cwenty-5,eventh session of the General Conference marked a' si ,21ificant 
ad'ance  a  broad  consensus eii-iered on the need to concentrate efforts on the two obiecÉives 
cornrnon to ine United NatiOn's Ssie;":11, as a whde; the .conz::olidaiion  of  peace and  the promotion of 
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eus-tainable human development., The General Conference alsô underlined the irnrari,e of 
uNEscas intellectual role, vehieh is the:defining feature of our Organization  and coriSfitutes as 
principieasset in the sphere of international co-operation. 

$, 	The General Conference -thereby reaffirmed the continuing releVance of the provisions  of the 
Preamble a.nd Article I of  the  Constitution, -v,F;hich underline the decisive role of knowle*e in 
attaining the 'objectives of international peaCe and of the common welfare of mankind'. The most 
effective means of combating 'ignorance of each Other's ways  and  and the 'denial of the 
democratic principles of the dignity, equality and mutual respect for men' is by pomzéting the 'free 
flow of ideas by word and image' and by helping to 'maintain, increase and diffuse knowledge'. 
UNESCO's fundamental missiOn.of , promoting acceSs tck and the  transfér and sharing 4g, knowledee 
:having:inert thus reaffirmed, the task is now to specify the most effective Means of achip -ing.these 
objectives in the liht of the challenges that we will  face in the eady twenty-first century. 

9: 	These challenges will require radical changes in the policies pursued by egvernMents bôth 
nationally and:internationally. UNESCO must therefore beccFme a privileged partner of States as wéll 
as of the intellectual a.nd professional cornmunities in each of its fields of çompetence, It must be in a 
position to be present whenever decision-ma.kers meet to ceprisider mettes within these fields, so as 
to offer guidance, adviee.and assessment. This calls for strenchening activities aimed at 

(i) anticipating and preparing tnnovatcéry strategies; as  is  for example; the puti:lose  of spch forums 
as the International  Commission  on Education for the Twenty-First Century, the World 
Commission on Culture and Development and the International Bio-ethics Committee; 

(ii) gathering and circulating for the attention of decisiOn-rriakers reliable information on the 
present situation and probable trends in our  fields  of cOmpetence; in this cc,.ntex-t, the ,worId 
reports'published by UNESCO arealready authoritative;" 

(ii')  encouraging political leaders at  the highest level to make firm commitments, This was the 
purpose of the Iorritien World Conference on Education for A.11 and of the Education for All 
New Delhi Summit:Of Nine I--Egh-Population Developing Countries, This is also the aim of the 
contribution made by 1.31.TESCO to the major intergovernmental conferences recently ornnized 
by the United Nations. 

- 
PD. In reCent years, UNESCO has devoted a_great deal of effort to all these tasks; the initiatives 
taken have helped to tnhance  ils international prestige ' and establish its credibility both with national 
decisionLmakers and with the heads of the various institutions of the United NatiOns'syStem. 

11, But the time wotilcl now seem right - while continuing to strengthen our co-operation with 
lvfernber States - to turn our attention more to those who are the main subjects, both as actors and 
beneficiaries, of the United Nations  Charter  and the UNESCO  Constitution  the  PeQ.Ples  of  the 
world; in other words, the essential fabrie of society and its main strands - parliamentarians, town 
councils, grass-root communities, non-toVernmental organizations, associations, trade unions, 
enterprises and the media, giina pc-,rticular iMpOrtance to  effort in favoUr ofyoung people. 

12, At a time when functions  and rotes, that had previous[y been performed by the State:are being 
taken over almost eVerywhere by new actors, in  Societies 1vhere attitudes are shaped less and less by 
traditional institutions and when at the szrne time national policies - often dictated by short-term 
tonsideratiOns - can be perrnanentiv influenced by mass movements of poRular opinion, siourd not 
USESCO, more than in the past, be arternpting,to bring'about a sort of 'general mobilization' o 
prorno/e the necessary changes of direc ion'? ShoUld it nOL,be endeavou rfrig to pu/ over  its  messages  ' 

World Edmniion Rcpom 	 Sc;cnçe RÉpon ;1993): \VbEid Cummiinic -dion Répcirt (1991-1k 
Vtic E., hou  Id puhrip5 cxplorc oihcr 	01 circubrin2 	inf0n-rialiosi Oil thQ .7.111.e  01  iilO pkine 	;1]-1-2.3s 
vit.! 10 Our twnniork 	p0uI1iQil. pCI1JliQfl'. d'c.)  
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not onlyto the-  highest levels of dedision-m4cing, but also to the ordinary citizen? If this new strategy 
were to be adopted, it would entail finding neW partners, revising our priorities and adapting our 
forins of ac.tion. It could ordy be implemented with the full  collaboration of lvfernber  States and 

 within a democratic contee - the only one consistent with Mt respect for the aut6nOmy of 
individuals. 

IL. IJNESCO AND ITS P,,30kTNERS 

13. in the first place, iLlNESCO:should furlher Strenathen its Co-operation with the institutional 
petners of the Un:ted Nations system, the Bretton  Woods  institutions, and other intergovernmental 
ora.anizatiOns, and participate actiVely in building up 'a 'united front' of multilateral assistance. This 
means- working tirelessly not Only  to realiSe and implement more effectively thé objectives and 
strategies drawn up jointly (e :g, Jorntien Framework for  Action  concerninc2 educatiOn`for all and the 
f011owLiip, to the recommendations of the United Nations Conference on Environment .  and 
Development - UNCED),, but also to identify new areas of genuine co-operation so as to improve 
complementarity and synergy Of  action  at international, regional and national levels. Similarly i  
international intellectual co-operation should be reinforced by improVing and,extending UNESCO's 
links with the v.rrorld's intellectual and scientific communities. 

14. The strategies and methods for implementing activities must b.e adapted to the_specific conten 
of the problems conce rned, i.e. their social, economic and cultural dimensions. For this purpoSe i  
UNESCO  Should co-operate "still more closely with Iviember States and mobilize its present and 
,poteniaal partners with a view to their more active participation. Sustained efforts should be made by 
the Secretariat  but  above  ail  by Member States to provide the  National  Commissions With the means .  
tcb fulfil the functions'assigned to them by the Constitution: on the one hand, to represent the  national 

 intellectUal and scientific communities and, on the other, to increase the awareness, commitment and 

involvement of the latter with regard no UNESCO's activrties In orOer to 51=Fre,ad 4:114r cQrnmOn 
messaae and exPand our action at the local level, there is also a need to ce-operate With National 
Commissions in seeki n g. new parMers within the civil society. The development  of  these  ne'.' 

 partnerships calls for more effective means Of action geared to speèific  situ ations  and desii2ned to 
enSuie that.actiVities have anincreased multiplier effect . 

15. LTIVESCO's field offices and units , sh;osuld be strenŒthened and  cxpanded  as  ihe Organization's 
antennae' in the field, ;hey are well placed to establish interactive reknit:Ins :With our v.arious present 
and potential partners az redignal  and national  levels The profile of each field office will'have to be 
adapted to the priority needs  and  expet4ons of d-ie Member Scares they serve in such .a ve'ey as to 
enable them to respond by drawing full on  the expertise of the National Commissions and 
i.ntellecttial 'communities ,  and on representatives of  the  civil society, the field offices inbuld also 
reinforce to-operation with UNEC.Cos institutional partners and ocher bilateral and multilateral 
donors .active in the Member 'Slates, for earnpre, in following up within the prescribed framework 
concerted action 	 This..'AouW also enable cht', C'jfanizcition to rest:0nd more 
fITecti .Yely rci the piiority rieejs of.'the -Member  States  and'rncrease  the  rc er'c 	i 	e  krbgrin-nminçz 
Drocès,,throuQh a,n ;rnprove.,,di`eedbak sysrern, 

For e....i.arn.p1e: 
development Qf plot c.periffien car .ried out with iliuni•éipai ruilh.D.i- itic.s or ctrisnro.ln. ity rnovemcnis , irld 

associaciQns:: 
cc -opCfpion 	 ro.engngc LhC 7.r imere5c in LhC Orgonizntion's 
prcigrti.rnmes Find bciivities..;-Inds.:cricoiuàgc 1 h. cm ic  sen .e  s prorrIc.i.àrs of ics 
collraborntion wi(h 	 à 	o:d..; «i-  10 ec1.11NESCO%.n-oriS 

Ll'i.:ESO in m;;si-dr:LILl',PDii 
Df 
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16. Today, technological developments make it possible to design a global intiive 
comunication system that facilitates rapid and well-informed decision-making and provides ade—quate 
feedback. This should make it possible to reduce consider -ably the number of missions -particularly 
from Headquarters - while relying more on local expertise; the experience of national and regional 
institutions should indeed be better known and more fully taken into account. There is likeveise . a 
need to reduce the volume of reports and studies in favour .of action in the field and so-called 
'upstream' analysis and evaluation activities, which should be characterized by a rigorous and 
innovative approach. Only in this way will UNESCO succeed in stimulating the awareness, 
involvement and commitment of everyone at all levels. UNESCO cannot become involved if its 
Member States do not commit themselves. For instance, it is not enough to recognize that scientific 
development should be promoted; it is up to each country to take the measures required to translate 
this commitment into reality. 

Ell UNESCO'S ACTION 

17. UNESCO's action over the period of the next Medium-Term Plan will be partly determined by 
commitments made at the major intergovernmental conferences it has recently convened or in which 

.it has participated (Jomtien and Rio Conferences, Toronto World Congress for Education and 
Communication on Environment and Development, Montreal International Congress on Education 
for Human Rights and Democracy, Vienna World Conference on Human Rights, Istanbul 
International Congress on Population and Development), or at those to be held in 1994-1995 and 
beyond (United Nations International Conference on Population and Development, Fourth World 
Conference on Women: 'Action for Equality, Development and Peace', World Summit for Social 
Development, United Nations.Conference on Human Settlements). 

18. These commitments should have their place in an overall vision of vehat the Ornnization ought 
to be-doing in the years to come. This is the whole—purpose of the Medium-Term Plan, whose 
prepaiation and content could be based on three requirements: anticipation, adaptation and 
concentration. The aim of the proposals that follow, which have been drawn up from this standpoint, 
is to prompt an intellectual debate so that the fourth Medium-Term Plan fully performs its function 
of giving direction to the programme, i.e. of making it future-oriented_ It is not indeed sufficient to 
manage the present, it is necessary to transforrn it. 

A. Anticipation 

19. The Organization's action should be conceived with a view to the medium and long term, since 
in many of UNESCO's areas of concern the immediate future is already implicit in present realities 
(growth of human populations, school failure, environmental degradation, intolerance and prejudice, 
etc.). Our aim should be to foresee in order to forestall, to seek ways of enabling us to keep pace 
with or, alternatively, to modify the probable course of events. 

20. For example, should we not be encouraging the deformalization of education and envisaging 
on a grand scale, new forms of knowledge transfer and exchange so that education becomes a 
lifelong activity for ail? All over the world, learning needs and requirements are expanding at such 
pace that education systems, even in the richest countries, cannot cope .  And yet all societies possess 
reserves of skills and know-how that remain largely untapped, while the range of educational 
products and services grows ever wider, notably as a result of the possibilities opened up by 
communication technologies. Should we not therefore encourage alternative learning methods and 
facilitate the recognition of skills acquired outside institutional systems? Should we not review the 
whole educational process from the standpoint of learning and the learner, rather than that of 
teaching and the teacher? Should we not promote a radically different conception of the university as 
regards both its function and the way it functions, making it a place permanently accessible to all and 
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on a .at establishes links of collaboration, exchange and support between higher education and the 
world of work? 

21. The field of communication also calls for anticipation and foresight. Our action in recent years 
has focused on two key areas: the promotion of freedom of expression and information, which is 
central to democratic life and to the emergence of a culture of peace; and the development of 
communication and information capacities, in terms of infrastrùctures and training. Yet the impact of 

• 
 communication on the Organization's other fields of competence and the ways it could support them 

do not seem to have received the attention they deser..e. At a time when some are predicting the 
advent of a new 'civilization of the screen', particularly as a result of the growing convergence of 
audio-viival, telecommunication and computer technologies, should we not be seeking to derive 
advantage from the positive implications that these developments can have for forrns of social 
organization, for ways of life and learning, For the creation of knowledge and its transfer, and for 
many aspects of cultural life? In the conte.xt of the growing globalization of communication 
processes, the maintenance of cultural and linguistic diversity is a major challenge. UNESCO can • 
contribute by stimulating technological innovation and assimilatiOn, and by encouraging the 
production, distribution and circulation of a diversity of cultural goods of high quality. 

22. In the case of culture, should we not give to what might be called the 'memory of the future' 
the same importance as we have hitherto given to the memory of the past? Of course, the 
preservation and safeguarding of the cultural heritage are imperatives for UNESCO.  Yet we should 
today take a closer look at the interface between the natural and the cultural heritage, the tangible 
and the intangible heritage, extend our understanding of the term to include those archives that 
constitute the 'Memory of the World' and the culture of everyday life (handicrafts, living 
environment, etc.), and above all link rescue operations more closely with development activities. In-
many countries the heritage is one of the main sources of economic development•via cultural tourism 
and handicrafts - two fields which might in future be giten greater attention in the Organization's 
programmes. Preserving the memory of the future also implies preparing you. ng people to live in 
multicultural and multi-ethnic societies; encouraging diversity and interaction; and promoting the co-
existence, within a democratic framework, of comrnunities with multiple identities. Hence the new 
emphasis to be placed on questions concerning minorities and indigenous populations, on the culture 
of peace and democracy, and on the promotion of intercultural dialogue and tolerance. 

23. Preser.- ,ing the memory of the future also means preserving the rights of future generations. At 
a time when human rights are increasingly becoming universal standards of reference, it is important 
that UNESCO should provide a forum of reflection and dialogue for analyzing the ethical 
implications of scientific and technological progress. The action initiated in the field of bioethics is of 
great importance in this connection. 

B. 	Adaptation 

24. The increasingly global nature and growing complexity of the problems in today'S world make 
it ever more necessary to adopt - at UNESCO as elsewhere - a multidisciplinary or transdisciplinary 
approach. We still have a long way to go in this  regard. The following are examples of some of the 
areas in which there is a particular need to develop such a transdisciplinary approach. 

25. In the sciences is it not time to think about replacing the traditional discipline-based approach 
by a thematic approach drawing on various disciplines in order to provide practical solutions to 
development problems? This would not mean that UNESCO should abandon its role of promoting 
science education and training, which not only help to develop research capabilities but also serve to 
shape the faculty of judaement required to ehoose between different technological options; the 
natural, social and human sciences should find a special place in the Organization's programme as 
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compared - for instance - with technologies which are to a large extent the result of the il.'i:.cation 
of scientific lcnowledee. 

26. There is however a fairly clear need to link more closely the two- major fields of scientific 
knowledge and research concerned with the Rinctioning of natural environments and of environments 
modified by human beings (including human settlements). Instead of separate programmes for 
geology, hydroloey, ecology and marine sciences, could we not envisage, after more than two 
decades of activity, more inteerated projects combining several disciplines aimed at combating 
certain forms environmental degradation (for example, desertification, deforestation and the erosion 
of biodiversity), or at addressing the problems of regions of biogeographic confluence, characterized 
by a very high density of human ettfement and economic activity, such as the coastal zones? This 
would entail linking certain intergovernmental  programmes,  which have made it possible to build up 
extensive networks of co-operation, with more circumscribed projects of major interest to the 
Member States. Such projects would make use of the achievements of the intergovernmental 
programmes but would be easier to manage and would specify the results to be obtained by the end 
of the Plan period. They would focus primarily on the state of knowledge, on direct assistance to 
institutions or organizations working locally and on the implementation of research, training and 
demonstration activities. Another particularly important aim of these projects would be the 
formulation of recommendations for decision-makers, consistent with the principles of sustainable 
human development and based on rigorous scientific data. 

27. The interdisciplinary project 'Environment and population education and information for 
human development' is a good example of the kind of initiative that could be adoPted in order to 
overcome disciplinary and sectoral compartmentalization. This project, conceived following the 
United Nations Conference on Environment arid Development in keeping with the agreed division of 
responsibilities between the different institutions of the United Nations system, should remain a top 
priority throughout the period of the next Medium-Term Plan. 

-28: More generally, UNESCO's action to promote a culture of peace demands a genuinely 
transdisciplinary approach. This is particularly obvious today when the Organization is being called 
upon increasingly to help find solutions to pre- or post-conflictual situations_ The post-conflict 
consolidation of peace is a particularly complex task since it involves at one and the same time 
reconstituting social infrastructures, fostering national reconciliation, re-integrating displaced 
persons, constructine a basis for a democratic citizenship, helping to create endoeenous capabilities 
and ensuring the broadest possible involvement of the population in development efforts. This is a 
real methodolosical challenge for the Organization, requiring innovative approaches spanning all its 
fields of competence. 

C. 	Concentration 

29. While sienificant progress has been made in concentrating the Organization's prow -an -,rne and 
resources dn a smailer number of high-priority activities, it cannot be said that enough :izis been 
cione. There is a need, eiven our resources and the g,rowing range of participants in international co-
operation, to Continue to focus our action more exclusively on 2 limited number of tasks ?ikely to 
have a major and lasting impact. What should be the centres around which this increased 
concentration should take place? The following criteria could serve as a guide to reflection on this 
important question. 

I. 	Fields of activity 

.30. In the light of the foregoing considerations and having regard to the lessons derived from.the 
implementation of the last bienniai programmes and the debates of the Generai Conference at its 
twenty-seventh session, the follov;/ing fields Or groups of activities could be considered as meriting 
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top priority (it being understood that other groups of activities could be financed under the 
Participation Programme or frorn extra-budgetary resources). 

4 Radical reforrn of education systems, with emphasis on the generalization and deformalization of 
the teaching/learning process; the framing of national agreements to ensure the lasting character 
of the reform process. 

4 Promotion of basic educ-ation for ail (in particular, the education of girls and women), mobilizing 
for that purpose all possible means and agents (e.e. the media, the workplace, community 
centres and professional groups). 

4 Reform of education content and curricula, with the main focus on general education and 
scientific literacy, and emphasizing the acquisition of values and skills enabling learriers to cape 
with a changing environment. 

-<:» Development of vocztional and professional education, and continuing training, in close 
association with professional circles and using a wide variety of means (media, distance 
learning, the workplace, etc.). 

4 Radical transformation and deformalization of higher education; higher education and research 
in the natural and the social and human sciences (UNESCO chairs; university twinning and 
networking). 

4 Strengthening of the contribution of science to human development through interdisciplinary 
research and training projects in the f011owing fields: the follow-up of the recommendations of 
UNCED (arid and semi-arid zones, desertification; tropical ecosystems, deforestation; 
biodiversity; coastal zones; clirtate and oceans); the management of social transformations, with 
emphasis on the needs of social development; the development of policies end networks for 
exchanae of scientific data and information. 

Interdisciplinary project on environment and population education and information for human 
development. 

4 Protection and enhancement of the natural and cultural heritage (including archives) as an 
important constituent of the socio-economic and cultural development of contemporary 
societies, in conjunction with the development of cultural tourism and the revitalization *of 
traditional arts and crafts. 

4 Strengthening the role of cultural industries (books, films, radio, TV., etc.) in the promotion of 
cultural development, panicularly in the least developed countries. 

4 Promotion of the freedom of expression, free flow of information and media pluralism, as a 
foundation for democr2.tic development. 

4 Development of hurnan resources and infrastructures in the areas of informaiion and 
communication, utilizing where appropriate new information and communication technologies, 
including informatics; mobilization of 'the media in promoting public awareness of developm— ent 
problems and possible sustainable solutions. 

--?>- promotion of intercultural dialogue, both within and across frontiers. to !zenerate mutual 
educ:ltional. secial ir.d Ct11rl pciicies nirned 	facihra:ing the 

::,rocesses of inie2ration  n  ira.Olicutturai rand n -fuH-eihnic 	promolien or educa:ional and 



cultural activities desinned to meet the needs and aspirations of persons belonging to tr:ities 
and indigenous peoples. 

-› Promotion of peace, human rights and democracy through education, information, research and 
standard-setting activities. 

2. 	Fri/in/ions 

31. Intellectual co-operation, which is UNESCO's main raison d'ire,  assumes various forms. 
Chief among these - which may be referred to as 'functions' - are the following: 

facilitating conceptual advances and assistine in the formulation of strategic options (early 
warning and forward-looking function involving the convening of international forums or 
participation in  future-oriented studies; convening of intergovernmental conferences to 
establish goals and plans of action for the international community); 

contributing to the preparation of standard-setting instruments and monitoring their 
application; promotion of public awareness; 

acting as a clearing-house in our fields of competence (collection and distribution of 
specialized information throuzh publications such as world reports end throunn the 
establishment of networks and data banks); 

. 	• 

facilitating the transfer of knowledge (training activities, twinning of universities and research 
establishments); 

responding to requests for expert assistance formulated by Member States (advisory services 
based on the possession of 'know-who', that is to say, knowing the best specialists in a given 

- 	field); 
- 

participating in co-operation for developMent (project identification, resource mobilization and 
project execution). 

Which functions should UNESCO perform as 4 matter of priority? 

3. 	Target groups 

32. The Organization's action in recent year's has been focused on satisfying the needs of three 
priority target groups: the least developed countries, the Member States of Africa, and women. 
These groups are ihe principal beneficiaries Of multilateral co-operation as a whole. Should this 
priority be maintained and, if so, how can it best be expressed over the range of UNESCO's action? 

33; More generally, should our activities not be directed more systematicclly to combating the 
various forms of exclusion, focusing as a matter of priority on the most deprived, the disenfranchised 
and the social rejects? The threats to international security have changed in nature: they today derive 
much more from these new divisions affecting; the essential fabric of society and from the chronic 
drift into which countries and even whole continents can be drawn. In order to protect the fragile 
achievements resulting from current changes, cOmbating exclusion could be made the watchword of 
the next Medium-Term Plan. 
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IV. STRUCTURE OF THE DRAFT PLAN AND THE DRAFT PROGRAMME AND 
BUDGET 

34. Although it has been defined as a conceptual framework, the Draft Medium-Term Plan has in 
practice been conceived as a programming framework describing in fairly precise terms the main 
types of activities to be undertaken. On the evidence of the debates of the General Conference, there 
nove seems to be a very broad consensus in favour of a gener2J policy document centred on tasks, 
priorities and overall strategies of action and Unencumbered by any reference to the kind of activities 
to be undertaken or the structure of the programme to be implemented. Such a document, which 
would be considerably shorter and simpler than the current Plan, should specify - in the light of 
current and foreseeable development's in today's world - UNESCO's priority tasks and corresponding 
strategies having regard to the specific character of its mandate and new trends in international co-
operation. 

35. Two approaches are possible as concerns the presentation and structure of the Plan: the first 
would reflect our fields of competence - education, science, culture and communication; the second 
would reflect the main problerns and issues in today's world (e.g. education, training and learrting, 
environment and development, the culture cf peace). This second option would have the advantage 
of addressing the world's major problems in their totality and of highlighting the contribution that 
UNESCO could make to their solution, within the scope of its remit and having regard to the 
strategies appropriate to the different entities !involved in international co-operation. If this second 
approach were to be adopted, which would be;the major issues that should be chosen? . . 

• 
36. Whatever the option selected, the Plan Could begin with a brief account of the main problems 
addressed and the main results achieved under the Medium-Term Plan for 1990-1995. That would 

,be followed by a stateinent of the objectives and main strategies envisaged for the period covered by 
the Plan, emphasis being placed on the high priority aspects of those strategies. Such a presentation 

• would make for a slimmer Plan and would givle it a more markedly fonvard-looking character. The 
problem would then arise as to the relationship between the Plan and the biennial programmes and 
budgets, whose purpose is to translate into aetion the lines of emphasis and the objectives of the 
Plan. But should there necessarily be a strict côrrespondence betveeen these two documents? 

37. If the Plan were to describe the main lines of the strategies to be implemented while remaining 
sufficiently flexible to enable adjustments to be  made during the six-year period, the structure of the 
Drafl Programme and Budget for 1996-1997 would, conversely, have to be specified in as detailed a 
manner as possible. In relation to the present structure and in the light of past experience, the 
following questions would merit discussion: 

+ 	Should the present three-tier arrangement be maintained, involving major programme areas, 
programmes and sub-programmes, or should we opt for a structure based on major 
transdisciplinary themes? 

-<> 	Assiiming that the present structure is maintained, how many major programme areas should 
there be and what should their main emphases be so as to reflect as closely as possible  the 
priority tasks of the Organization and the ways and means of implementing them? What should 
be the place of programme-support activities and administrative activities? So as to streamline 
the document, might there not be a case for integrating the present transverse themes and 
programmes in the major programme areaS? 

A composite structure might also be envisaged, i.e. one based on major programme areas 
corresponding to our fields of competence; with the addition of two or thre e  major transverse - 

by nature transdisciplinary - projects aimed at addressing comple›; problems requiring inputs 
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from a number of disciplines or fields of action, such as environment and deveropment in 
coastal zones, etc.? 

4- 	In the light of the above-stated principles conce rning the priority tasks of the Organization, 
particularly as regards  intellectual co-operation, what new forms of action (such as the 
UNITWIN programme/UNESCO chairs) could be envisaged with a view to strengthening the 
catalytic role of UNESCO's activities and fu rthering co-operation with National Commissions, 
intergovernmental organizations (especially those of the United Nations system) and 
international non-zovernmental organizations? 

4- 	In order to respond more effectively, to the specific needs of Member States and contribute to 
solutions to the problems common to a number of States in a given region, would it be 
desirable to consider regional or subregional strategies? If so, which areas/themes/issues would 
be besf approached in this way? FlOw could such rezional strategies be incorporated in the 
structure of the C/5 document? • How could one ensure that these strategies were effectively 
implemented by the Member States concerned? 

4- 	Decentralization in this regard assumes great importance - decentralization from Headquarters 
to field offices and units, but above all greater participation by Member States themselves in 
the implementation of the programme. What is today the real capacity of the National 
Commissions in this  regard?  How can we establish solid bases for effective and credible 
dec,entralization? 

**St* 

33. In order to contribute to a change of direction that has today become essential, it is vital not 
only to have an appropriate strategy but also to have the capacity to implement it at the right 
moment. It is through the action and involvement of its Member States that UNESCO will be able 
to play, in all those countries that share the same ideals concerning the advent of a culture of peace, 
its proper role in the United Nations system at this historic turning point in the approaches to a new 
millennium - a role that is, first and foremost, an ethical one. 
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